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it is possible to claim that the art of litho-

graphy, although a relatively recent invention, truly began at that

time when man first began to use his hands, when the inscription

in or on stone marked, rather than our origins, the origin of our

« savoir-faire ». Nothing would have been simpler than to press a

leaf or lamina to the freshly painted hues of Lascaux to obtain a

proof, an inverted image of the original, which could have then

been used to multiply the real image. For lithography, although a

product of the machine age, solicits the creativity of the artist

through an embodiment of the primordial, primitive, manual and

elementary. Chagall, in dedicating himself with an evident fervor

and constancy to the art of lithography, responded to that long

memory of man in stone. It suited him, I believe, to handle mater-

ial issued directly from the earth, an opaque material in which

was to be born, as in a mirror, an image of the world to be

gathered up in paper and reproduced. Upon its illustration, each

proof bears a harvest to be greeted with surprise and wonder.

Chagall was not simply captured by this game but was enraptured

with it, renewing on this prism drawn out of the wall of the anti-

que cave, the place of humanity's youth, the perpetual, uninter-

rupted game of genesis.

To have associated the lithograph with the prehistoric paint-

ing is no fantasy. It is rather Chagall's own attitudes that induce



me to this view. How can one not be moved by those colored

proofs, by that element of primordiality, of spontan eity which,

hidden by the opaque wall, appears through it as if by magic ? The

cave, in Chagall, is the invisible abode which he never ceases to

cover with writing — just as the celestial canopy is painted nightly

with the constellations and, according to the seasons, the tree

writes its boughs, flowers, fruit and foliage against the azure or the

clouds. At this moment one realizes that the choice of literary

works on which Chagall likes to improvise is for him an intimate

concordance. Along with the other great fundamental poems, the

Bible occupies so important a place because it is a nourishing river

which preceeds, embodies, contains, refreshes what will be art and

literature. Thus it is not surprising to see the message of Mozart,

Homer and Shakespeare figure alongside that of the Bible, not

simply for the pleasure of frequenting high society nor in order to

shelter behind an incontestable authority, but because the texts

transmit the initial impulses of man before he was diminished by

his own rationality and still inhabited by the cosmos, the divine.

When he had commerce with an infinity of infinite space, a living

infinity which transcends the limits ordained by our mortal con-

dition, his commerce was not limited to the purchase and sale of

commodities.

How could Chagall have failed to be attracted by the Odys-
sea, by its turbulence and transparence, since worlds are mingled
there, mutually transgressing upon each other without confusion

or corruption ? As he does with the Bible, Chagall greets in the

Odyssea the flow of life and from the stream he draws images like

a fisherman, images palpitating with the color of the elements,

earth, sea, sky, sun — images whose charcoal strokes, eluding out-

line signal a passage of light. Primacy of plant and animal life,

artifice effaced by instinct, craft released from effort, nature aban-

doned to the supernatural — these are but a few of Chagall's



intrinsic articles of faith. If he disturbs the architecture of the

temple, perturbs the golden section, it is not through irreverence,

but to summon us to the non-conventional, to that first perpetual

instant which might renew itself, unceasingly, in the timelessness

of eternity. Turbulence, ecstacy, suspense, levitation, flight, ava-

tars and rapture travel through the ink, populate the paper with

characters impregnated with the three kingdoms, animated by the

Breath of the Invisible Word. Are the Greek gods one sees in the

company of men and animals so different from the angels

received by Abraham ? The great universal poem has no limits, no

reserve. With red, green, blue, yellow and even with the modula-

tion of black alone, Chagall sings out all the sonorities of Babal.

And he amuses himself. He pours out to the Muse the gifts she

provides. Reunited, his lithographic leaves would form upon a

genealogical tree the most astonishing foliage traversed by music

composed of waves of color. Music, color, form remain as coher-

ent in the print as in his painted works. For he still illumines the

land of his soul with the lamps of those who, throughout the ages

and from his earliest youth, enlightened him : Titian, Rembrandt,

Cezanne, the Impressionists.

As far as this is concerned, I believe that one should not be

afraid to dwell upon the essential elements of Chagall's art ; he

never expresses anything other than in a plastic language ; the

illustration of a literary work is for him homage, each plate sug-

gesting the ex-voto. The apparent improvisation offered to the eye

is not the result of simple, improvised gestures ; it is the fruit of

the lifelong exercise of a metier, the assiduous frequentation of a

material, a manual discipline both in the handling of his tools and

in his approach to matter. Never afraid of hard work, Chagall

seeks inspiration in the masters of the past in order to assert him-

self as an innovator, to reply through the mastery of his art to

what lives in him and moves him. Neither phantasm nor phantas-



magoria, his images are born out of an intimate plastic perception.

The word passed through the Chagallian prism is not poetic fan-

tasy. Brought to light through endeavor, it is the harvest of a gaze

trained on wonder.

It is possible that Chagall applied himself to lithography to

give himself free rein, to surrender to spontaneity, suggestion,

allusion, the fabulous characters who seek a presence in line and

color. Without apparent effort and with a freshness reconquered

each time, his vivid inks create a theater of dreams where nature

and vision are fused together. Chagall's universe is an astonishing

circus where showmen, gods, angels, men and beasts leap from

earth to heaven and vice-versa, or an opera full of marvellous

operations with music composed from the scale of colors. Never

turned towards derision, his gentle humor converges with this

theater of dreams to form a celebration of life, of talent and the

present. Chagall has felt right from his youth that there is no

great, no ample work which is not praise.

Robert Marteau



Charles Sorlier

Oince 1950, I have had the good fortune to

witness the birth of all Chagall's original lithographs. At times I have been

questioned about the part I played in their execution.

The publication of this work gives me the opportunity to make things

clear. Famous artists have always had assistants who were also their disciples.

Chagall is no exception to this rule and moreover does not hide it. Between

this and the insinuation that the Master's original plates were largely executed

by me, there is a gulf which only the simple-minded would not hesitate to

cross. A comparison between the original lithographs and the interpretive

engravings reproduced in this book leaves no room for doubt on the matter
;

the technique employed and the final result are entirely dissimilar. It has to be

added that Chagall is an incomparable artist-craftsman and that he experien-

ces great pleasure in working personally on zinc and stone.

Certain artists, and by no means the least important, have sought the

very direct participation of professional engravers in the creation of their

work. Chagall has never done this. Nobody, quite rightly, considers this of

any importance, as only the great works which the Masters have left for pos-

terity count in the end.

In the preface to the catalogue he devoted to Renoir's lithographs, Clau-

de Roger-Marx, an uncontested expert on the art of engraving, wrote about

Auguste Clot's workshop :



« Renoir, however, hardly ever frequented la rue du Cherche-Midi. He put

himself in the hands of Clot, the printer-artist, whom Vuillard, Bonnard,

Roussel, Maurice Denis — and other more occasional lithographers like

Cezanne, Rodin and Puvis de Chavannes — had already asked for such valua-

ble advice about transfering their drawings to stone. It is incontestable that

Clot played a large part in the execution of the prints left by Renoir and

Cezanne, the latter being too taken up with the painting to study in depth the

lithograph's real potential, the effects obtained by tinting or by scraping or

from the superposition of prints. In general, they contented themselves with

sketching out a picture on transfer paper, leaving to their « guide » the pro-

blems of « transposition » and of assuring its orchestration. Their intervention

in the printing was of little importance. There was no modification in the

page-setting, in the distribution of values or the choice of tones, as is so often

seen in Vuillard's work.

« It is in the color engraving that the role of the printer appears essential.

These painters seem to have been content with working up a black and white

proof in pastel or water color. Faithful to this proof-type, Clot took on the

responsibility for allocating the tones. His understanding was so lucid, that

their engravings — to which those of Sisley, Guillaumin, Luce and Cross

must be added — merit being considered as original engravings. »

In i960, after an exhibition of Georges Braque's engraved works, Jean

Adhemar, Director of the Cabinet des Estampes at the Bibliotbeque Nationale,

wrote about the original engraving :

« During the exhibition consecrated to Braque by the Bibliotbeque Nationa-

/<?, an article appeared claiming to expose the « scandal of the so-called original

engraving, a large and profitable scandal, maintained by the complicity of

some and the inertia of others... » This was nothing but the written manifes-

tation of one of those campaigns of hear-say to which one is accus-

tomed. But it will have served the purpose of provoking reflection on the

question of the original engraving, a question which, effectively, must be

posed.

« What is the problem ? The problem is that of the part played by the

artist in all the engravings he signs. One cannot help being convinced, along

with all those who are quite sincere, that original engravings finding favor

with the public must be carefully distinguished from reproductive engravings

or from photo-mechanical reproductions. Everyone seems agreed on this

point. But it is incontestable that certain artists, certain publishers, certain
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painters, foster a confusion prejudicial to the art of engraving through abusive

signing. There is a considerable danger. A poster put up by the Print Council

of America warns visitors to all museums in the United States to be on their

guard and that it is essential to distinguish between the engraving and the

simple reproduction. This campaign by the Print Council which, moreover,

concerns a large proportion of the works coming from France, is quite justi-

fied (i).

« But one must go further and look at what is, what has formerly been,

the exact part played by the artist in the original engraving, whether the work

of the painter-engraver or the engraver-painter.

« Certainly, a draft definition was set out in 1952 by the Chambre Syndicate

de I'Estampe, the National Committee for French Engraving and the represen-

tatives of engravers. In it, the original engraving is defined as « any engraving

conceived by the artist and entirely executed by his hands, exclusive of any

kind of photo-mechanical technique. » The definition is correct. But it must

be noted that, more often than not, painter-engravers are helped by experts or

by professional engravers amongst their friends. This has not prevented

enthusiasts nor historians attributing the engravings they have signed to them

alone.

« Nobody seems preoccupied with finding out who helped Durer with

his woodcuts, the Life of the Virgin or his Apocalypse. This question is only of

interest to a few specialists. Everyone says that the woodcuts are by Durer

although, at the very most, they were drawn by him on the blocks.

« Amongst those particularly skilled and experienced in all sorts of « cook-

ing » during the XlXth century, two names are well known : those of the

engraver Felix Braquemond and the printer Auguste Delatre. Both helped the

great painters of their time in the execution of their engravings. Without

Braquemond, Manet would never have known how to make his engravings

bite, that is to say complete them after having traced the line with a point on

copper. The same thing is true for Millet. The collaboration between Millet

and Braquemond is known through Philippe Burty, who saw them print the

Bouillie together (1863). Gaugin's famous portrait of Mallarme (1891) was exe-

cuted, according to M. Guerin, with the assistance of Carriere and the painter

(1) The situation has evolved considerably since 1960, the time at which Jean Adhemar
wrote this text. At the moment, most of the bad reproductions executed in the style of the

greatest masters, Picasso, Matisse, Chagall, Miro etc., and fraudulently put up for sale, often

with forged signatures, come from the U.S.A.
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Leon Fauche. Some of Gaugin's other engravings were executed with Seguin

or with other friends, experts in etching. Cezanne's color lithographs, like the

lithographs of Degas, were executed at Clot's, and it is certain that Clot's

participation was considerable. A number of people have even began to won-

der if Lautrec's posters would not have been produced from very elaborate

maquettes by the skillful printer Chaix. The same goes for Dalatre, an extre-

mely able printer, who had a hand in all the engravings printed at his works-

hop. It is in the light of these remarks that the following words of Seymour

Haden must be understood : « If Rembrandt were alive, he would print at

Delatre's ».

« All that is more or less well known But it does not prevent collectors

and dealers being interested in the engravings of Manet, Gaugin, Cezanne and

Degas, all of which are extremely sought after. The painter-engravers perso-

nally contributed the essential ingredient ; they marked them with their

genius. Moreover, those who helped them, left to their own devices, were

only able to produce facsimiles or works of a laborious mediocrity. (Take the

engravings signed uniquely by Delatre, for example).

« The question of the original print seems to present itself in this way. It

can be usefully taken up again, although, finally, all responsibly-minded peo-

ple are in agreement. »

My own collaboration with Chagall is much more modest. It must be

understood that this artist, except in the case of certain book illustrations

demanding a close relationship with the text, has never recopied a pre-exis-

tent composition. He works in accordance with the techniques of lithography

so as to realize a creation which cannot be obtained by other means. This way
of doing things is, in my opinion, the real criterion for an original plate, the

subject springing out of the inspiration of the moment.

Chagall normally begins the process of producing a lithograph by dra-

wing a composition in black on stone, zinc or transfer paper, whatever is

convenient. The black is nearly always the complete skeleton of the work.

After having printed some proofs, he adds the colors, in water color or pastel,

thus permitting himself a choice between several versions. The maquette esta-

blished, Chagall then executes the principal plates. Next he and I do our color

tests at the arm press, tests which are subsequently submitted to him. He
nearly always goes over them again, correcting them and adding other tones.
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New trials are usually necessary before the definitive adjustments. Only when
he finds the proof entirely to his satisfaction does he sign the printing order

(usually for fifty proofs). Otherwise all the compositions are remorselessly

destroyed.

My role as assistant consists in directing the work at the printer's, tou-

ching up the plates according to the indications of the painter should the

occasion arise and from time to time, adding, at his express request, one or

two colors if that appears necessary. These interventions, which may also be

carried out by Chagall, permit him to avoid « commuting » between Saint

Paul, where he lives, and Paris.

After that I survey attentively the perfection of the prints and the exact

quantity of the proofs. So as to avoid fraud, these proofs are numbered by me
personally before they are signed by Chagall. If any supplementary proofs are

left over, they are destroyed. Chagall has no need to spend days or even

months at the printers wasting his time on this part of the technical side of

things. All that is entrusted to me.

Moreover, I have often had the honor and pleasure of engraving inter-

pretive works after the Master's paintings, the first, Red Poppies, dating from

1949. Up until 1955 I did not sign these plates in my capacity as engraver.

Before this time the lithographs did not reach their current prices and collec-

tors were rare. It was only when the buyers became more numerous that

certain unscrupulous dealers advertised my interpretive engravings as if they

were the original works of the painter. For a time these embezzlements gave

credence to the fable that Chagall's lithographs were not executed by him

personally. Faced with this state of affairs, which had not been forseen, and so

as to avoid any future confusion, Chagall demanded that my name should be

mentioned on all the subjects I engraved.

The starting point of my work is usually a picture or gouache. As for the

original lithographs, I print some trial proofs which I submit to the Master.

He always goes over these proofs in gouache or in pastel. Then we make new
trials which he can touch up untiringly. It is in this way, to the surprise of

certain publishers, that a plate begun in six colors can comprise twenty-five in

its definitive version. The result so obtained is in fact a new creation, and not

a reproduction, having but a very- distant relationship with the initial maquet-

te. Indeed, Chagall reworks these compositions so extensively that they can

almost be considered as original engravings. However, the great integrity he

invests in his work prevents him from making such a denomination. He



requires that the plate bear my name each time he has not directly participa-

ted in the transcription to stone.

Jean Adhemar wrote in the preface to the book entitled « Nice and the

Cote d'Azur » :

« For this series of prints Fernand Mourlet has courageously taken up the

great tradition of past publishers. He has insisted on informing the public that

while the gouaches are by Chagall, they are reproduced in this context on

lithographic stone by a professional, Charles Sorlier, who the Master consi-

ders as his spiritual son and who is one of the most talented associates of the

famous Mourlot workshop, to which many present day painters are quite

naturally bound by bonds of both gratitude and friendship. It is fitting, above

all at this moment, that the part played by each should be stated quite frankly.

Furthermore, the words Charles Sorlier sculpsit and Marc Chagall pinxit, acknow-

ledging a fertile collaboration, mark a return to the old form of association,

Michelangelo or Raphael with Marc-Anthony Raimondi, Rubens and his

engraver Pontius etc... The recognition of such a collaboration discredits nei-

ther party. A lithographer of genius, Master Chagall has proved his worth.

His proverbial modesty and kindness destine him quite naturally to renew

with that tradition of integrity. He had to be great enough to share the honor

of signing with his collaborator. »

In the practice of my profession of interpretive engraver, I Find myself in

the same position as a musical soloist. Without the great composers the latter

would simply be instrumentalists, just as I would be but a capable expert

without the great painters. Naturally, the sensibility of each interpreter, while

he can execute all the partitions, leads him to prefer one composer to another,

an emotional contact being indispensable between the two. It is then that the

interpreter, inspired by the genius of the Master he has adopted, restores his

emotion in a manner which cannot be equalled.

The relationship between engraver and painter is of a similar nature. If I

can be credited with a little talent, it is because Chagall, during thirty-five

years, has passed on to me a small spark of his genius. I shall remain eternally

grateful.

Charles Sorlier
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ADDITIONS TO THE PREVIOUS VOLUMES

N° 10. MAN WITH A GOAT (1922-1923).

The n° 20/35 has been hand colored by the Master (The Lithographs of

Chagall T).

N° 103. THE CARROUSEL OF THE LOUVRE (1954).

This proof, of format 38 X 28 cm, has been stuck on to a sheet of Arches

wove paper, of format 5 5 X 41 cm. The seventy-five proofs making up the

series are numbered and signed by the artist on this sheet (The Lithographs of

Chagall I).

N° 308 to 349. DAPHNIS AND CHLOE (1962).

Sixty sets with wide margins of the forty-two color lithographs figuring in

this book were run off. These plates are numbered and signed (The Lithographs

of Chagall II).

443. CIRCUS WITH YELLOW CLOWN

A thousand posters were run off with the title : KONSTHALLEN
LANDSKRONA, for Borstahusens Kontforening.

N° 490 to 527. THE CIRCUS (1967).

Twenty-four sets with wide margins of the twenty-three color lithographs

figuring in this book were run off. These plates are numbered and signed. The

black and white lithographs which are also to be found in this work were not

reproduced as sets (The Lithographs of Chagall IT).

N° 529 to 540. ON THE EARTH OF THE GODS (1967).

Twenty-five copies, lettered A to Y, of the twelve original lithographs

contained in this album, were run off specially for the artist, the author and

collaborators (The Lithographs of Chagall III).
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FOREWORD

The rarity of Chagall's original lithographs and the high prices which

they attain have inevitably attracted forgers. Chagall seized a certain number

of forgeries, the list of which is given below. The references given are to the

five volumes of The Lithographs of Chagall which have already appeared.

Collectors and dealers should be on their guard against lithographs inser-

ted into books and reviews sold on the open market. These works have often

been clandestinely reprinted with forged lithographs copied from originals. It

is worth pointing out once again that, in every case, a page torn out of its

original context has no collector's value.

All these forgeries, mostly very roughly executed, are easily recognizable

when compared to the lithograph produced by Chagall.

N° 36 to 48. FOUR TALES FROM THE ARABIAN NIGHTS.

A certain number of « waste » proofs from this series of original color litho-

graphs, created by Marc Chagall at New York in 1942, have recently been put

up for sale with a forged number and signature.

N° 191. SQUIRE ON A RED HORSE (1957).

Insert for the ninth issue of the magazine XXth Century. There is a forgery of

this plate bearing a forged number and signature.

N° 192 to 207. CHAGALL, by Jacques Lassaigne (1957).

This book, containing fifteen lithographs, has been twice clandestinely

reprinted with forgeries.
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N° 396. « THE ROVING MUSICIANS » (1963).

This black and white print was created by the painter for the second volume

of The Lithographs of Chagall. A forgery of it has been executed, photographically

reproduced and printed on Arches wove paper. These proofs bear a forged

number and signature. Compared with the original proof, about 0.5 cm of

drawing is missing on each of the four sides of the image.

N° 470. LITHOGRAPH FOR THE MAGAZINE XXth CENTURY (n° 26),

1966.

The forgers copied the first version of this plate. The mouth, nose and eye of

the figure on the left hand side are included. It bears a forged number (50) and

signature.

N" 572. HOMMAGE TO MARC CHAGALL (1969).

This original lithograph appears in a special issue of the magazine

XXth Century.

A forgery has been produced from this plate. It figures in the German reprint

of this magazine.

Some of the proofs of this forgery were run off on Arches wove paper with

wide margins, and bear a forged number and signature.

N° 699. CHAGALL MONUMENTAL (1979).

This original lithograph figures in a special issue of the magazine

XXth Century.

A forgery has been made from this plate. It was printed with wide margins

and bears a false number and forged signatures.

N° 742. THE LITTLE RED HORSE (1975).

There is a forgery of this plate bearing a forged number and signature.

N° 844. THE BIRD IN THE STUDIO.

As the image is reversed, the forgery is easily identifiable.
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J. he plates detailed in this book comprise the

complete catalogue of lithographs created by Marc Chagall between 1974 and

1979.

The dimensions, given in centimeters, refer first, to the format of the full

proof paper, including margins (paper), and second, to the size of the printed

illustration (illustration).

All the lithographs in this book (except n° 920) were printed on the

presses of Fernand Mourlot, Printer, Paris.

The original stones and zincs were defaced and destroyed after prin-

ting.

As a general rule, the proofs are numbered in the bottom left-hand mar-

gin and signed Marc Chagall on the right.

The dates given for the proofs are the dates on which printing was com-

pleted. This is because Chagall, always anxious to achieve the best possible

result, re-worked his lithographs after many successive trials. This process

often continued over periods of many months, frequently extending from one

year to the next.

Apart from the numbered proofs, artist's proofs have not been

mentioned. Except where otherwise stated in the text, five to seven such

proofs were usually reserved for Chagall.

On rare occasions numbered and signed proofs were reserved for colla-

borators, generally indicated by name.
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709. SELF PORTRAIT.

rv

^ 74

Format : Paper 76 X 54 cm.

Illustration 59 X 45 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed and num-

bered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper. Format : Paper 76 X 52.5 cm.
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7io. THE BLUE BOUQUET.

1974

Format
: Paper 76 X 57 cm. Illustration 64 X 48 cm.

1 proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed and numbered
nerals, on Japan nacreous paper. Format : Paper 76 X 53.5 cm.
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7ii. RED AND YELLOW BOUQUET.

1974

Format : Paper 76 X 55.5 cm. Illustration 64 X 48 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.

10 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.

Format: 76 X 52.5 cm.



7i2. THE SUNLIT STUDIO.

L
i

1974

Format : Paper 65 X 49 cm. Illustration 45 X 35 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.

7 artist s proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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713- THE PROPHET.

'5? 74

Format : Paper 82.5 X 62.5 cm. Illustration 69 X 53 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.



714- THE STUDIO AT SAINT PAUL.

19 74

Format : Paper 54 X 76 cm. Illustration 37 X 59 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by

Editions Maeght, Paris. 5 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.

715. THE OPERA.

1974

Format: Paper 97.5 X 69.5 cm. Illustration 78.5 X 59 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.
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7iJ. THE OPERA.
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716. WINTER SUN.

1974

Format : Paper 65 X 49 cm. Illustration 48 X 32.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed

and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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7 i 7 . THE RED ACROBAT.

*974

Format : Paper 83 X 64 cm. Illustration 69 X 51.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.



7i8 to 721. KING DAVID.
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722. THE ARTIST AND BIBLIC THEMES.

19 74

Format: Paper 56.5 x 75 cm. Illustration 37.5 X 57 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed and numbered

in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.

718 to 721. KING DAVID.

19 74

Format : Paper 29 X 21 cm. Illustration 16 X 11 cm.

40 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper were issued of each of these four

lithographs. There are a limited number of proofs on Arches wove paper ; they are signed

but not numbered. Forgeries were made of these four plates.
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723. THE GARDEN OF EDEX.
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Format : Paper 42 x 52 cm. Illustration 25X32 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.

A few additional proofs on Arches wove paper ; they are signed but not numbered.

724. MULTIFLORA.

1974

Format : Paper 96 X 69 cm. Illustration 79 X 59 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.
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7 2 5. FAIRY ROSES.

June 1974

Format: Paper 54 X 41 cm. Illustration 31 X 25 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. A few additional proofs on Arches

wove paper ; they are signed but not numbered.
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726. THE LITTLE WINDOW.

June 1974

Format: 54.5 X 41 cm. Illustration 33 X 25 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.

12 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper.
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THE FOUR SEASONS.

In 1973, Chagall executed a monumental mosaic on the theme of the Four Seasons for

National Square in the city of Chicago (U.S.A.). It forms a parallelepiped twenty-

five meters long, four meters wide and five meters high.

The painter created and engraved a poster for the inauguration of this

work.

This lithograph gives a very precise idea of how the artist refined his work.

After having executed the black composition on zinc, Chagall engraved the

colors of a first version. Several days of work were necessary to accomplish the

trials. Chagall was satisfied with the result he had obtained. But he suddenly reali-

zed that he was dealing above all with a poster and that in this first version colors

were too delicate and would not « cling to the wall ». After having decided to start

again, he reworked the blackened zinc, erasing several elements which seemed to

him to complicate the composition unnecessarily. He recommenced all the color

plates, setting his mind this time on something more decorative and with infinitely

higher color values.

This second version was as successful as the first. But it is certain that Chagall

had been quite right to distinguish between print and poster. The former is desti-

ned to be admired in the calm of the collector's drawing room ; the latter must

make the walls sing.

Once again, Chagall spared neither time nor effort in producing the best of

his art. It might be added for the record that for this work, which took him several

weeks, Chagall refused any remuneration.
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72 7 . THE FOUR SEASONS (First version).
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727 (a). THE FOUR SEASONS (Definitive version).
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728. THE GREEN RIVER.

W4
Double page lithograph without margin, folded in the middle and set in a book of format

27.5 X 28.5 cm. Text by Andre Pieyre de Mandiargues. 10,000 copies of this book were

printed in several languages. The proofs in these books are not signed. In addition, 50

numbered, signed proofs were run off on Arches wove paper. Format : Paper 42 X 67 cm.

Illustration 28X55 cm. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.

727(a). THE FOUR SEASONS (facing page).

Format : Paper 94 X 64 cm.

5,000 copies of the poster printed. 100 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper with

the text. A few premature proofs.



ORIGINAL LITHOGRAPHS BY MARC CHAGALL
FIGURING IN THE LITHOGRAPHS OF CHAGALL TV

Format : 32 X 24 cm. 10,000 copies printed in several languages.

Preface by Charles Sorlier.

Catalogue and notes by Charles Sorlier and Fernand Mourlot.

The fourth volume of The Lithographs ofChagall comprises a complete catalogue

of the lithographs created by Chagall between January 1969 and December 1973.

This book, like the first three volumes which make up the collection, is indis-

pensable for understanding the lithographs executed by the Master and for their

study.

Chagall created two original plates especially for this work, the cover (729)

and the full page frontispiece (730). These proofs are not signed in the book.

Published by Editions Andre Sauret, Monte-Carlo, 1974.

In addition, some artist's proofs with wide margins were also printed.

729 (a). THE BLUE VILLAGE (Second version).

Only the left hand side of the cover has been preserved. Numerous colors have

been added in the second version. 50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous

paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches

wove paper. Impression reserved for the artist.

Format: Paper 56 X 43 cm. Illustration 38 X 31 cm.

730. THE ANEMONES.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. Format: Paper 53.5 X 40.5 cm.

Illustration 31.5 X 25 cm. Impression reserved for the artist.
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729-730. THE LITHOGRAPHS OF CHAGALL IV.

LiTHOjiAPHS IV
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73i. GREETINGS CARD.

1974

Format 14 X 11 cm.

200 unsigned artist's proofs on Arches wove paper.

Detail of plate n° 640 {The Lithographs of Chagall IV).

42
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732. GRAY DOUBLE FACE.

*«*

/ i • t
m

'

January 1975

Format : Paper 5 5 X 42 cm. Illustration 42 X 31.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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733- ROSES AND MIMOSA.

:^ ,; I-

Am

Format : Paper 83 X 65 cm. Illustration 66 X 52 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.
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734. THE MAN WITH THE TORAH.

197J

Format : Paper 76 X 53 cm. Illustration 60 x 40 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 6 black and white artist's proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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73 5- MULTICOLORED BOUQUET.

January iyyf

Format: Paper 82.5 X 65 cm. Illustration 69 X 56cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maeght,

Paris.



736. PASSION.

January 19 j}

Format : Paper 61.5 X 43 cm. Illustration 40 X 25 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed and

numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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737- THE ORANGE TREE.

1975

Format : Paper 65.5 x 47 cm. Illustration 48 x 32 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maeght,

Paris.

7 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals on Japan nacreous

paper.



738. THE HALF OPENED WINDOW.

Mb

50

January 1975

Format : Paper 59 X 44 cm. Illustration 37 X 27 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper.



739- QUAI DES CELESTINS.

*975

Format : Paper 74.5 X 56 cm. Illustration 62 X 47 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed and numbered
in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper. Format : Paper 74.^ X 51 cm.
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74o. LARGE SELF PORTRAIT IN BLACK.

1975

Format : Paper 87 X 65.5 cm. Illustration 64 X 48 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.
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74 i. THE ADOLESCENTS.

1975

Format : Paper 75 X 56.5 cm. Illustration 63.5 X 49.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.



74 2. THE LITTLE RED HORSE.

January 19 j5

Format: Paper 48 X 38 cm. Illustration 28.5 x 24 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed and numbered
in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper. A forgery has been made of this plate. It

was printed to the same format and bears a forged number and signature.
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743- BOUQUET WITH RAINBOW.

May 1975

Format : Paper 54 X 43.5 cm. Illustration 37 X 29.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper.
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744- LITTLE STUDIO.

1975

Format : Paper 44 X 56 cm. Illustration 26 X 33 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper.

745- THE MID SUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM (facing page).

May 19 j5

Format : Paper 98 x 72 cm. Illustration 80 X 60 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.
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745- THE MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM.



746. THE WORLD OF THE BIBLE.

*975

Format : Paper 5 5 X 76 cm. Illustration 45 x 65 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper.

THE LARGE BASKET (facing page).

Mai 19 j5

Format : Paper 85 X 65 cm. Illustration 67 X 53 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.
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747- THE LARGE BASKET.
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748. THE ARUMS.
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Format: Paper 84.5 X 64.5 cm. Illustration 67.5 X 54cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.
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749 — 83o. THE ODYSSEA.

Two volume work. Format 42 x 33 cm.

This book contains 43 full page color plates, 6 of which are center spread, as well as

39 in-text plates printed in gray. Composed in a typescript created and engraved by

Claude Garamont, now the exclusive property of the Imprimerie Natzonale, this work

was printed on State presses.

Chagall's lithographs were run off on the presses of the Mourlot workshop at

Paris.

The text of Homer is the one translated by Dacier, revised and compiled by Emile

Ripert.

The printing of the first volume was completed the 5th December 1974.

The printing of the second volume was completed the 20th June 1975.

Two hundred and fifty copies of this work were run off and numbered 1 to 250.

Twenty copies numbered in Roman numerals were reserved for the artist and his

collaborators.

The printing was carried out on large Arches wove paper.

Each copy was signed by the artist on the limitation notice page figuring at the

beginning of the first volume.

None of the proofs in the book were signed.

In addition, 30 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper with wide mar-

gins were printed of all the color plates and reserved for the artist and the publisher.

Due to a printing error, the proofs numbered 24 to 30 of the plate Ulysses and

Penelope (823) were run off on Arches wove paper instead of Japan nacreous paper.

Femand Mourlot, publisher, Paris.
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THE ODYSSEA (First volume).

749. FRONTISPIECE.
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THE ODYSSEA I

HOMERE

L'ODYSSEE

lith oprapnies oriPinaies degrap i n a 1 e s d

MARC CHAGALL

FERNAND MOURLOT EDITEUR
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THE ODYSSEA I

is-moi, Muse, I'hommc aux millc ruses qui, aprcs

avoir dcrruir les remparts sacres de Troic, porta de routes

parts ses pas erranrs, parcourut les cites dc pcuplcs nombrcux

ct s insrruisir dc leurs mceurs. Sur les mers, en proic a des

soucis devorants, il lutta contre les revers les plus terriblcs,

aspirant a sauver sa vie, a ramener ses compagnons dans sa

patrie. Malgrc 1 ardcur dc cc vocu, il ne put les y conduire;

lis penrenr victimes dc leur proprc sortisc : insenscs! ils

osercnt se nournr des becufs consacrcs au Solcil, qui rcgnc

dans la voutc celeste, et cc dicu n'amena point la journec dc

15

achete'e au prix de vingt gcnisses : il Ihonora toujours dans

son palais commc unc cpousc; mais, fidelc a la sicnnc, il

n entra point dans sa couchc, craignant les scenes conjugales.

C'est cllc qui, devant Tclemaquc, portart les torches allu-

mees. Aucune des femmes attachecs a ce palais n'avait plus

dc zele ct d'affection pour lui; cllc l'avait eleve depuis sa

plus tendre enfancc.

Elle lui ouvrit les portcs de la solide demcurc confiec a

sa garde. II s'assit sur sa couchc, sc depouilla dc sa fine

turuque ct la remit aux mains dc ccttc femmc agec, aux

sohdes conseils. Ellc la plia avee soin, la suspendit prcs du
lit, s'eloigna aussitot ct, arant la portc par 1 anncau d'argent,

poussa lc levicr, qui tomba, fcrmanr la portc.

Er la Tele'maquc, couvcrt du tissu prccicux des plus fines

toisons, nc dormait point; il pcnsait, la nuit enticre, au

voyage que lui avait conscdlc Athene.

750. 751.

!->

1 \ > 1

_^ ussitot que parait lAurore aux doigts dc rose, lc fils

chen d'Ulysse sc precipire hors dc sj couchc ; il sc couvrc
it dc ses vcrcmenrs; il charge son cpaule dc son glaive

ace're ct chaussc ses picds brillants de ses belle- sandalcs.

11 Mirt, semblablc a unc divinitc, soudain, il ordonnc aux
herauts dclcvcr lei

.

res ct dc convoqucr les Achccns
aux longs chevcux. Ils font retcntir les airs dc leurs ens, lc

pcuplc accourt, il est rasscmblc en un momenr.
Des que la foule csr rc'unic, que les rangs -onr prc-scs.

Tclemaquc marchc vers la place publiquc; sa main est armcc

c solcil sortait du lac splendidc dc la mer ct, montant

vers la voutc solide des cicux, apportait la lumicrc aux

Immortcls, ct aux mortcls humains rcpandus sur la tcrre

fe'eonde, quand ils arnvcrcnr aux murs donr Nelc'c jcta les

fondements, a Pylos. Les habitants des neuf villcs dc ccrtc

contice offraicnt sur lc nvagc a eclui qui ebranle la terrc,

couronne dune chcvelurc azuree, unc hecatombe solenncllc

dc taurcaux noirs. Assise sur des bancs dc verdure, la multi-

tude etait partagce en neuf troupes; chacunc, composcc dc

cinq cents citoyens d unc dc ccs villcs, unmolait neuf victimcs.

55
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THE ODYSSEA I

precipitant avee ardcur loin de ces licux, abandonment les

hauts murs dc Pylos ct volent dans la campagne. Tout le

jour ils sccoucnt lc joug dans leur ardente course. Le soleil

disparait, et les routes sont obscurcies du voile dc la nuit,

lorsquc ces chefs arnvent a Phcres, dans lc palais dc Diodes,

tils d'Oreiloque, ne du fleuve Alphec. Ils y goutent lc

sommcil, et Dioclcs les recoit avee tous les honneurs dc

l'hospitalitc.

Mais, des quapparut dans les cieux lAurore aux doigts

dc rose, ils ont arccle leurs coursiers et sont remontcs sur

leur char pcint qui roulc a grand bruit hors du long portique.

Ils s'elanccnt avee une nouvelle ardcur dans la plaine de

bles, ct tel a cte leur vol impe'tueux qu'ils arrivcrent au

moment oil la nuit rcpandait scs ombres sur routes les routes.

escendus dans la vallec qu'occupc Laccdcmone, ils

arnvent devant lc palais du noble Mcnclas. Cc roi celcljrait

dans un festin, oil il avait rassemble dc nombreux amis, le

double hymen dc son fils ct dc sa fillc Fidele a l'engagement

qu'il forma sous les murs de Troic, ct que les dicux lui

permettaient d'accomphr, il donnait sa fillc lrreprochablc

au rejeton du formidable Achillea les chevaux et les chars

ctaient prcts, destines a la conduire dans la ville famcuse oil

le jcune roi des Myrmidons tcnait lc sceptre. II unissait une

fillc dc Spartc, la fille d'AlcSor, au brave Megapenthe

79

757- 758.

C^
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miheu de ces feuillcs et en roule sur lui un grand amas.

Comme l'habitant isolc d une campagne ecartcc cntcrrc avee

soin un tison sous la cendrc profondc ct conserve ce germc

viviliant du feu, ainsi Ulysse scnscvclit sous ces feuillcs.

Pour bannir la fatigue dont il est commc ancanti, Athene'

lui fermc la paupicre ct verse sur scs ycux un paisible sommcil.

'

ri-l'Aurorc, quittant b couchc du glorieux Tithon,
apportait h lumicrc aux dieux ct aux mortels, lorsquc les

dicux se placcnt sur leurs trones d'or ; au milieu deux
on distinguait cclui dont lc pouvoir est souvcrain, Zeus, qui

du tonnerrc ebranlc les hautcs nuccs. Athene, emuc de
compassion pour le sort dTJlyssc, toujours present a sa

memoire, ct quelle voit encore rctcnu dans le palais dune
nymphe, leur retrace les nombrcuscs lnforroncs de ce hcros.

*Pere des dieux, ct vous tous, les dieux immortcls et bicn-

heurcux. que desormais les rois armes du sceptre n'cxercent

<&d -*
ft
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flLli andis que lc divin et l'endurant Ulysse, epuise de

fatigue, ctendu la, savourait les charmes dun profond som-

mcil, Athene vole vers la ville des Pheaciens. Jadis ce peuplc

habita les plaines spacieuses d'Hypene, voisine des Cyclopes,

les plus feroces des mortels, et qui, lemportant sur lui par

leur force, ne cessaient de lui apporter la guerre et ses ravages.

Nausithoos, tel qu'un dieu, le conduisit dans lile paisible dc

Scherie, separe'e du commerce des hommes : la, formant une

ville, il traca l'enceinte de ses murailles, bant des maisons,

eleva des temples, et fit le parage des terres. Maintenant,

andis qu'en ces licux, apres rant de revcrs, le divin,

l'endurant Ulysse faisait cette priere, les fortes mules, empor-

tant le char de la |eune fille, volenr dans la ville cr arnvent

sous le pornque du palais de son pere> ellc arretc lc char. Ses

frercs l'environnent, semblablcs par leur port aux Immortcls;

Us dc'gagent les mules de leurs renes et deposcnt les vctc-

ments dans lc palais. Ellc monte a son appartement; la

vieille Eurymc'duse, qui la chcrissait et lui consacrait ses

soins, la ranime en allumanr une douce flammc. Jadis,

amenee d'Epirc sur un vaisseau pheacien, ellc fut choisic

141 161

764. 765.

Le divin Ulysse, qui aspirait a jouir du calme de la nuit,

va dans sa retraite. La, apres rant de maux, il goute les

douceurs du sommcil le plus tranquille sur le lit moelleux

et sous cc portique sonore. Alcinoiis sc rend a sa couche

dans un asilc paisible du palais, ct a cote de lui la reinc sa

femme se livrc aux charmes du repos.
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IV.

i ussitot que parut l'Aurore aux doigts dc rose,

Alcinous, sage et vaillant, se leva; le preneur de villcs, le

divin Ulysse aussi, quitte sa couche. Deja a la tete des

principalis chefs de lile, le sage et vaillant Alcinous sc rend

vers le lieu du conseil, qui se tenait pres du port, devant

leurs vaisseaux; en arnvant, lis se placent l'un a cote de

lautre sur des sieges polis. Pour favoriser le depart dUlysse

au grand cceur, Pallas Athene parcourt la ville endere sous

la figure de l'un des herauts du prudent Alcinous; sa voix

anime chacun de ceux qui rencontrent ses pas :

voir braver si impunement ses ondes, sauver, malgre les orages,

tous les etrangcrs dont nous sommes les condu&eurs, avait

resolu de perdre un jour sur certe plaine sombre l'un de

nos plus famcux vaisseaux qui retournerait dans nos ports et

de couvnr notre vilJe dune montagnc enorme. Ainsi disait le

vieillard. Mais que le dieu execute ou non ses menaces, fais-

moi l'histoirc fidele de ta course errante : veuille me nommcr
les regions habitees des hommes, les villes remarquables ou

ta conduit le son; les pcuples que tu as trouves injustes,

sauvages et fcroces, ou pleins dc respeci pour les dieux et

pour les lois sacrees de l'hospirahtc. Dis encore pourquoi,

lorsque tu entends racontcr le desnn d'lhon et des Danaens

d'Argos, ton scm est oppresse dc soupirs, et les larmes que

tu redens vaincmcnt semblent coulcr du fond de ton cceur.

Les dieux ont dctruit ces remparts et ont voulu que ces

desastres fusscnt le sujet utile des chants dc la postcrite.

Auraistu perdu devanr Dion un frcrc, ou un gendre, ou un

beau-pere, nceuds les plus etroits apres ceux du sang; ou

un ami aussi sage que tendre ? Un tel ami occupe dans notre

cceur la place dun frcrc.

»

(a
179

769. 770.

Cj lors Ulysse aux mille ruses prend ainsi la parole

aGrand Alcinous, toi qui surpasses tous les habitants de

cette ile, je suis ravi, n'en doute pas, des accords dc cet

homme surprenant, semblable par sa voix aux Immortels.

Je parncipe e'galement aux plaisin dc cc fesnn. Quoi dc

plus saasfaisant que le spectacle de l'allegrcsse qui, au sein

de la paix et du bonheur, se repand dans tout un peuple

et parmi d'Qlustres convies, reunis avec ordrc dans un

superbc palais er pretant loreillc aux accents dun aede divm,

tandis que sur les tables sont prodigucs les presents de la

209
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*ous parvenons hcurcuscmcnt a lire d'Eolie, ile

flottante oil regne lc fils d'Hippotes, Eole, ami dcs Immortcls.

Un rcmpart indestrufiible d'airain, bordc dc roches lisscs ct

escarpees, ceint Tile enoere. Douzc enranrs du roi fonc

1 ornement dc son palais, sue fils ct sot fillcs, tous dans la

flcur de lage : il lcs a unis dcs liens dc I'hymcnce, ct lcuis

hcures s'ccoulcnt, auprcs dun pcrc et dune mere dignes dc

lcur veneration ct dc leur amour, en dc continuels festins,

embelus de cc qu'ont de plus flaneur la variete et l'abon-

dancc. Durant le jour, le palais, odorant du fumct dcs

^59

775-

1 he man who has not banished grace from his soul cannot, on his journey, turn away from this

secret and everlasting Greece, « unceasingly hidden » and unceasingly reborn, a nourishing land

which he himselfnourishes as he passes, a vase broken and re-assembled without intermission, at the

same time a parabolic mirror by which the universe was pleased to condense itself into images and

divine dewdrops. In these high circles, the gods convene, tying the cords of the instrument through

which music and harmony are expressed. Through its divine hosts, sanctifiedfor ever, this land lives

in us and fertilises our homes so that they might not be exiled. For we are drawn with all our

hearts towards this flame, this hearth, this magnet, this fountain ofHippocrene, « spirting out of

the earth fissured by the hard hoof of the winged son ofMedusius », the fountain which is youth,

where he who comes to drink rediscovers the infancy of the world, wherefarfrom making him draw

back, the water increases his thirst, to exult in new chants, fresh images which he draws out ofchaos

and throws into light.

Thus it was for Chagall, descendedfrom the snow ofHyperborei, and since then daf&Jed by

Mnemosyne who guards for him infancy, Mnemosyne whose daughters are the nine muses.

(see page 74)
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IVcc

• lis palisscnt dc terrcur; l'air est pcrce dc leurs cris; ils

sc jcttcnt dans la poussicre, s'arrachent les cheveux. Mais

a quoi scrvent a linfortunc les pleurs ct les gemissemcnts ?

«Penctres dc tristcsse et vcrsant des larmcs, ils sc rendent

an nvagc. Nous trouvons les vi&imcs attachecs au sombre

vaisscau; unc brebis ct un bclier noirs. Sans etre apercue,

Circe avait passe devant nous dun vol rapidc. Quand les

dicux vculcnt etrc invisibles, quel mortel decouvnrait la

trace de leurs pas?

I
=1iC'ancant a la mcr notre vaisscau noir, nous l'armons

du mat ct des voiles, nous cmbarquons les viSimes, enfin

nous y montons nous memes, pales, les paupicrcs mouillces

de larmes abondantcs, lame saisic d'horrcur. La dcesse, qui

tnomphc par sa beaute ct par les accents de sa voix, Circe

aux belles boucles, nous cnvoic un vent favorable; compa-

gnon fidelc de notre route, il souffle; nos voiles s'enflcnt;

notre prouc fend avec impetuosite la mer azure'e. Nous
sommes assis et tranquillcs, randis que lc pilotc ct lc vent

dingent notre course. Durant le jour cnticr sont tendues les

269

778. 779-

Certainly, before going to Greece Chagall knew their race and was not a stranger to their

chorus, he who has populated heaven and earth with brides and bridegrooms, with heavenly lovers

whom love has raised in levitation. It is also known to what an extent metamorphosis is constantly

apparent to him. He has an inborn sensefor the interpretation of the natural and the supernatural,

of the visible and invisible united in each of us. No less gifted by reason than someone who bases all

his life on two times two equalsfour, he makes ofimagination the salt and leaven without which the

dough remains flat and insipid.

As a matter offact Chagall always lives in this Greece where the tissue ofthe universe knows

no fault, where the human being is as he is because he knows how to participate in the divine,

proving it by each act. And Greece teaches us that the essential act is a poetic one, permitting us

through the image, the metaphor, the myth, not the interpretation of nature, but the uninterrupted

renewal ofgenesis so as to live in continual revelation. When Chagall approaches the subject of

Greece, he approaches it in the same way as life. He does not come it as to still life, but as to a

living flesh of dream and memory. He treats the fable or the history of the Old Testament in the

same way.
(see page j6)
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iMV^
P^ pres que notrc vaisseau cut quitte le cours du flcuvc

Ocean ct gagne la plainc ctendue dc la mcr, il revolc dans

l'ile d'Aiaie, oil s'cleve le palais dc 1'Aurora, ou sont les chants

ct les danscs des Hcurcs, ct oil renait lc Soldi. Nous heur-

tons au sablonncux nvagc ct, sortant du navite , nous goutons

le repos dans lattente dc lAurore divine.

lAussitot que parait 1 Aurore aux doigts de rose, une

parne dc ma troupe va, par mon ordrc, au palais de Circe;

elle revient, chargee du cadavre glace d'Elpenor. Nous
abattons des chenes pour lc buchcr; et, le dressant sur la

bras et les genoux ct, me laissant descendre, je his rerennr

la mcr en tombant pres du mat flottant; jc le saisis et

m'cloigne, mes bras me servant dc rames. Grace au pcrc

des dieux et des hommes, je ne fus point apercu par Scylla ;

ricn n'cut pu me derober a la mort.

iDurant neuf jours je fus portc' en cet eat au gre des

vents ct des Hots. A la dixieme nuit, les dieux me condui-

sircnt aux bords des iles d'Ogygie, oil regne la deesse

Calypso aux belles boucles, dont b voix capave les mortels.

Ellc me rc«;ut avee bicnveillance ; ma vie defaillantc hit

ranimcc. Mais pourquoi repeter ce que je racontai hicr a

toi, grand roi, ct a ta noble compagne? Jc suis ennemi dc

redire des histoires deja contecs.i

S'i

783. 784-

Like all great creatures who we can call poets, Chagall proves himself a contemporary of his

world, a living entity. This does not mean that he is a stranger to history. Being encompassed within

it urges him to have a vision which onejustly calls global. On the other hand Chagall has a Greek

view ofhumanism ; the human is only unveiled in divine light while, deprived ofGod, man exists in

obscurity and without differentiation. Discovering Greece, drawing back the veil hiding its nudity,

imitating the gods, he invades it with forms and colors, called fruit, women, animals, the sea and

men. Instead of asking, Chagall replies. He replies to god's gifts through praise and offering, the

first fruits of the harvest, dance and song. He is all and part of this organism with which he

reconciles his own palpitation, « if there can be said to be ownership when the beating of the pulse

participates in the spasms of the universal body and when the internal circulations are conform to

that ofthe stars ». Now, this consciousness ofmystery does not lead Chagall to abstruseness but, on

the contrary, to light and perspicuity . Copying the ascension ofthe sun, he discovers the world in the

newness of each instant, beings and things in their confidence, that is to say before all watchfulness

and before the intervention of necessity. ,
b p 8 )
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T.andis que la nuit envcloppait dc son ombre le

palais, tous les assistants, dans cette vaste salle, enchantes

du re'cit d'Ulysse, semblaient avoir perdu la parole et lui

pretaient encore une oreille attentive. Alcinoiis rompt enfln

le silence :

«Ulysse, dit-il, puisque tu es parvenu dans ce palais

lnebranlable ct eleve, aucune tempete ru aucun malheur

ne troublcra ton rctour, quoique le sort nait cesse de te

poursuivre et de taccablcr de ses ngueurs. Vous tous, chefs

dc cc peuple, qui jouissez ici chaque jour de l'honorable

annees : ses cheveux blonds tombent de sa tctCj ses ycux,

ou naguere brillait un fcu divin, sont etcints et mornes; ses

habits somptueux sont remplaces par les Umbeamc les plus

hideui, souilles dune noire rumee, sur lesquels flotte une
longue peau de cerf route rapee. Athene met un baton

dans sa main trcmblance; et a ses cpaules est suspendue,

par une vieille courroic, une besacc dechirec.

Tous deux ont concerte ainsi leurs desseins. Puis la dcesse

sen fut chercher le fils dTJlysse dans la divine Lacedcmone.

J

789. 790.

// is thus that in the work of Chagall the couple reconquers its first innocence ; man and

woman contemplate each other lovingly, each marveling to see in the body of the other divine

reflection. And it is this divine part, this illumination which authorizes the game, since the game is

the ultimate proofofliberty and has been instituted by the gods to affirm that man is not in essence

a prisoner, but free.

Chagall constantly and spontaneously evokes this liberty, whether by the configuration of the

elements on the paper, or by the movement whose trace wefollow. To enter into the game is his act of

faith and the rules of this game, which he engenders by living them, are given back to us in thejoy

rendered visible throughout all his work with such a freshness that I cannot help thinking ofSappho

and, for example, offragments like these : « You adorned my sinuous locks with more than a

garland mixed with violets and roses when I was living close to you, and you often adorned my
delicate throat with sweet garlands. »

« Blessed couple, you have the hymn

which you desire, andyou possess the virgin desired.

{see page 87)
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ais lui s'eloigne du port, suit, a travels les coteaux

ombrages de forets, lc scnacr nude et rabotcux que lui

montra Athene et arrive a la demeurc du divin porcher,

qui, de tous les serviteurs du roi, conservait avec le plus de

vigilance les biens de son maitre, lc divin Ulysse. II le trouve

assis a l'entrec dune habitaoon spacieuse, sur lc sommet

dune colhne haute et isolc'e. Sans lc secours dc la reinc ni

du vicux Laerte, pendant l'absence du roi, cc fidelc serviteur

lavait elevec pour ses troupeaux. Les murs sont formes de

roches qu'il tjra des carneres; la maison est cntourcc d'unc

te vetir, ct de t'envoyer oil ton coeur aspire a se rcndrc.»

En achevant ces mots, il se leve ct, preparant pres du
feu le lit de l'etranger, il etend a terrc un grand nombre
dc depouilles vclues dc chevres et dc brcbis. La se couchc

Ulysse. Eumce lc couvrc dun mantcau epais et ample, son

scul vetement dc rcchange et dont il se scrvait lorsque le

froid ctait ngoureux.

Ainsi repose, Ulysse attendait lc moment de fcrmcr la

paupicre. A quelquc distance dormaient les jcunes bergcrs.

Mais lc porcher, loin dc ses troupeaux, nc trouve point

d'attrait au sommeil; il se prepare a sortir de la cabane.

Ulysse est charme' du zelc avec lequcl cc bon serviteur veil

lait a ses biens en son absence. Lc porcher suspend unc

cpee a ses cpaules vigourcuses, s'cnvcloppc dun manteau

impenetrable au vent, revet la peau hcrissec dune grande

chevre; et, prenant un javclot qui eait leffroi des voleurs

ct des dogues, il sort pour chercher le sommeil a labn des

souffles de Boree, sous un roc caverncux oil dormaient ses

pores aux blanches dents.

si*

59
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SJC- alias Athene cependant vole vers la spacieuse Lace-

demone pour avertir lc fils gloneux du magnanime Ulysse

dc hater son retour Ellc trouve cc jeune prince ct lc noble

fils de Nestor couches sous le portiquc du palais dc Mcnclas.

Le fils de Nestor ctait captive' par les charmes du sommeil,

mais Telc'maque n'avait pas ferme la paupierc. En vain la

nmt paisiblc repandait ses ombres, lincertitude oil il ctait

sur lc sort de son pcre le tcnait c'veillc.

Mais Athene aux ycux pcrs, se tenant pres de lui, lui dit :

iTelemaque, il nc convient pas que tu prolonges ton

67

795.
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arrivcc. Ce que jc sais et qu'ont vu mes propres yeux, e'est qua
mon rctour j'e'tais deja loin dc la villc ct m'approchais dc la

collinc d'Hermcs, lorsqu'un vaisscau charge d'hommes, dc

lances et de boucliers, est descendu rapidement dans le port.

Jai soupconne que c'etait la troupe de ces chefs.

»

Tclemaque, e'vitant l'oeil du pasteur, lance un regard a

son pcrc, ec sourit. Les travaux du jour sont acheves; le

repas est pret, chacun y participe avec satisfaction. Lorsqu'ils

one apaise la farm et la soif, lis sc rendent a leurs couches

ct goutent les presents du sommcil.

cs la naissance de 1 aurorc, Ulysse et le divin porcher

avaient allume le feu et preparaient le repas du matin, tandis

que, par leur ordre, les bcrgers, sur les pas des pores ras-

sembles, allaient les conduire aux paturages.

Tout a coup ses chiens fidcles, qui souvent troublaient

1 air de leurs aboiements , courent a la rencontre de Tclemaque

,

sans aboyer. Le divin Ulysse les voit fretiller, d entend

les pas de celui qui s'avance et il dit a Eumee ces paroles

ailees :

ocEumcc, sois sur qu'il t'arnvc un ami ou une personne

95
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1 ussitot que parait l'Aurore aux doigts dc rose, le

fils du divin Ulysse, Tclemaque, attache a scs pieds de belles

sandalcs pour se rendre a la ville ; s'armant de la solide lance

adaptec a sa main :

iPetjt pcrc, dit-il au porcher, je vais dans Ithaque me
montrer a ma mere; car, jusqua cc quelle ait arrete sur moi

les yeux, jc sais que sa tendrcsse inquicte nc cessera point

dc s'cxhalcr en profonds soupirs, accompagnes dc larmcs

amcres. Toi, je te l'ordonne, menc dans la ville cet ctranger

lnfortune, pour qu'il y demande sa subsistence; chacun, a

119
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^Sr—«' urvint alors un mendiant, accoutume, dans Ithaquc,

a sollicitcr l'aumone de porte en portc; fameux par sa vora-

cite, rien ne pouvait assouvir sa faim et sa soif eternelles :

c'etait un geant; mais il n'avait ni vigueur ni courage Arnee

etait le nom qucn naissant il rccut de sa respectable mere :

tous les jeunes gens l'appebicnt Iros, parcc qu'il crait toujours

prct a etre leur messager.

Des son arnvce, il veut chasscr Ulysse du palais, et ces

mots insulrants voleni de ses levres :

«Fuis loin de certc porte, vieillard! Fuis, ou bicntot, te

ph ce devoir, allons tous cherchcr le repos dans nos demeurcs.

Cet etranger est venu demander un asile a Telemaque -, qu'il

rcste sous b protection de cc prince, dans les foyers dUlvsse.»

Ces paroles furent approuvees de tous. Un heraut de

Dulichion, scrviteur d Amphinomos, le noble Molios, rem-

plit aussitot les coupes et les prescnte a tous. Apres que le

vin a etc rcpandu en 1 honneur des dieui bicnhcurcui, on

vide les coupes. Les libadons etant faitcs, et le vin a b douceur

de micl a)-ant coulc a souhait, chacun va dormir dans sa

demeure.

147
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tu le veux, que tes mains, ou celles de mes serviteurs, te

prcparcnt a tcrrc unc humble couche.

»

En achevant ces mots, cllc remonte a son appartement,

suivic de ses femmes. Jusqua cc qu'un tranquillc sommcil

lui soit envoye par Athene aux ycux perv, ses brmes coulent,

et son cceur est ouvert aux tnstcs et conanuels regrets quelle

donruit a Ulysse son cpoux.

lyssc, reste dans b salle, concerte avec Athene les

moyens de dormer b rnort aux pretendants. Bientot, s adres-

sant a Telemaque, ces mots ailcs volcnt de ses levres :

•Tclcmaquc, transportons dans le haut du palais routes

les armes pbcees en ce lieu. Si les pretendanrs t'interrogent

a ce sujet, ra reponse douce et flaneuse endormira leur vigi-

lance : cje les ai mises a labri de b fumee; jamais on ne

ireconnaitrait, tant cllcs sont noircies par b rouille et par b
cvapcur de b flammc, les armes quUlysse me bissa en par-

ctant pour Troic. Inspire sans doute par un dieu, j'ai craint

169
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« Her beauty is charming,

her eyes are as sweet as honey,

love poors out over her pretty face,

and eminent Aphrodite

wanted to honoryou.

« Everyone then, having their cups full,

poured libations

and wished the husband every happiness. »

Chagall tells us that to travel across Greek soil is to rediscover the fable, the myth and the

poem, the fable being one with song and the perpetuation of all union being there so certain.

Whether at war or at work, whether hunting, at a festival or at a marriage, the gods called

upon are always present. And Sappho confides to us :

« I know quite well that it is not possible,

here below, to obtain one's heart's desire

;

but it is much better, for us mortals,

to bless the part shared out to us

rather than forget. »
{see page 92)
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lyssc, dans lc vestibule du palais, se fait un lit.

II etend a terre unc peau de bceuf dure et non preparcc, et

la couvre de celles de nombreuses brebis, immolees par les

Acheens. II reposait sur cette couche. Eurynome jette sur

lui un manteau. La, l'ceil ouvert, il songeait aux moyens

de tnompher des pretendants.

Cependant les femmes sortent, comme toutes les nuns,

de leur appartement pour s'abandonner aux pre'tendants;

ellcs se livraient a l'envi aux brayants eclats du nrc et de

l'allegresse. Ulysse bouillonne de courroux. II est lrresolu : se

se leve enfin pour fairc lc prophcte! Vcux-tu men croire?

Tu auras lieu de ten fcliciter, jetons ces deux etrangers dans

un vaisscau aux nombreuses rames, qui les conduise chcz

les Siciliens pour en tirer un bon prix.

»

Ainsi parlaicnt les pretendants. Telcmaquc dedaigne de

re'pondre a ces invectives; il attache en silence l'ceil sur

son pcre, et il est toujours plus impatient de reccvoir enfin

le signal de fondre, lc fer a la main, sur les pretendants

impudents.

En face de la sallc, la sage Penelope, fille d'Icare, placee

sur un siege supcrbe, prctait loreille aux discours de ces

hommes. L'allegresse et les nsees animaicnt ce festin splen-

didc; lis avaicnt fait ruisseler a grands flots le sang des vic-

timeSi mais sapprctait un festin plus simstrc oil la de'essc et

lc heros allaient les inviter, mais c'etaicnt eux, les premiers,

qui avaicnt trame lc crime.

197
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A,>thcnc, la deesse aux ycux pcrs, mit dans lespnt de

la sage Penelope, fille d'Icare, de poser dans le palais d'Ulysse,

au milieu des pretendants, l'arc et les fcrs polis pour ouvnr le

champ du carnage. La fille d'Icare descend le long escalicr

de son appartement; prenant une belle clef d'airain courbee

en faucille, au manche divoirc, ellc se rend, suivie de ses

femmes, dans une enceinte reculec, oil les tresors les plus

precieux du roi c'taient garde's avec soin : l'or, l'airain et le

fer ouvrage. La reposait Tare redoutable; a cote de l'arc ctait

le carquois, charge de flcches monclles.

219
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' lors le subul Ulysse, sc de'pouillant dc scs haillons,

s'clance sur le large seuil, tenant l'arc et lc carquois, ct verse

a ses pieds routes ses flcches ailees.

«Ce combat difficile, dit-il aux pretendants, est done enfin

termine. Maintenant essayons si je puis atteindre a un autre

but, qu'aucun mortel n'a encore frappe, et si Apollon me
donnera la vicioire.D

II dit, et dinge contre Anrinoiis le trait amer. Celui-ci

levait par les deux anses une superbe coupe dor remplie de

vin et la portait a ses levres, bien eloigne dc penser au trepas;

t—^^S a vieillc Euryclee, avec une joie tnomphante, montc

a l'appartcment dc sa maitrcsse pour lui annoncer que l'epoux

bien-aime' est la; scs genoux ne sont plus tremblants, clle

marche par bonds. Deja clle secne, penchee sur la tetc dc

la rcine :

dRe'veille-toi, Penelope, ma fille chc'ne, pour voir dc tcs

ycux cc qui si longtcmps fut chaquc jour l'objet de tcs desirs.

Ulysse est arrive ; oui, il est enfin dans sa demcurc, et lJ a

extcrminc tous ccs pretendants supcrbes qui desolaient sa

maison, ravageaicnt ses bicns et maltraitaicnt son fils.

241 265
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les portcs s'ouvrent; ils sortent, ayant Ulysse a leur tete.

Deja le solcil e'clairc la tcrrc : mais Athene, les entourant

dun sombre nuagc, prccipitc leurs pas hors des murs

dc la villc.

821.
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Je dieu du Cyllene, Hermes, appelle les ombres des

pretendants > tenanr en mam le brillant rameau d'or, qui,

a son gre, fcrme les ycux des mortels ou dissipc lc sommeil,

ll conduit ces ombres ct pressc leur depart; elles le suivent

avee des cris aigus. Telles dans les tencbres, des chauves-

souris, percant lair de perits cris, volent du fond dun antre

sacrc des que lune s'en e'ehappe, artachces l'une a l'autre

ct formant une longue chainc : telles volent, avec des cris,

ces ombres, conduites par cc dieu liberateur a travers les

routes obscures. Elles franchisscnt les flots de lOcean, le

285

alors Athene aux ycux pers, reprimctoi, ctouffc la rage

devorante des combats, et crains lc courroux du fils de

Kronos qui fait grondcr lc tonnerrc.»

Athene dit. Ulysse sc soumet; une joic vivc coule dans son

ame. Pallas Athene, fille de Zeus a lcgide, empruntant la

voix et les traits du sage Mentor, cimente la Concorde par

des sacrifices.

826. 827.

// is this blessing which Chagall glorifies, which he renews with a vivacity, vigor and joy

uniquely his own. For Chagall, the gods are not dead. They are Pan, Apollo, Dionysius and Zeus

with the ram's horns who dispenses upon the world and to the couple the energyfrom which proceeds

above all the love ruled over by Aphrodite. Chagall renders the circulation ojdivine strength present

and visible. He tells us that mans earth is not abandoned, that it is not an insignificant sphere

roaming in the vastness of creation, but rather that it participates in that infinite grace which is

diffused everywhere. He sees and sings what is only absence for other ; he enchants us, amazes us,

knowing that for he who is not blind, wonder is truth.

Robert Marteau
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825. ULYSSES' BED
828. IN HELL
829. EUPEITHES
830. PEACE REDISCOVERED



83i. THE RETURN OF THE PRODIGAL SON.

1975

Format : Paper 80.5 X 59.5 cm. Illustration 64 X 47.5 cm. 50 numbered, signed

proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maegbt, Paris.
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8 3 2. SAN LAZZARO AND HIS FRIENDS.

^icMM^^JL A-

C Ai $ *~n /.U2.<H10

197}

Homage to the founder of the magazine XXth Century.

575 numbered copies of this work were run off on Arches wove paper.

Format : 38 x 29.5 cm.

Original lithographs by Marc Chagall, Max Bill, Alexandre Calder, Max
Ernst, Hans Hartung, Joan Miro, Henry Moore, Graham Sutherland and Zao

Woukki.

The first 75 copies contain a set of the nine original lithographs numbered

and signed by the artists.

Another 5 5 copies were run off for the artists and authors of the XXth Century,

their friends and collaborators. Printing was completed on the 7th October

1975 at Paris. Published by Editions XXth Century.

Contrary to the indications of the colophon in this book, Marc Chagall nei-

ther numbered nor signed this lithograph. If certain proofs have ended up

with a number and signature, they can only be forgeries.
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833- THE ANGEL VIOLINIST.

\i

EH?

'.': iff.

Format : Paper 66 X 50 cm. Illustration 48 X 36 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 12 artist's prints, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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834- GREETINGS CARD.

1975

Format 14 X 11 cm.

200 unsigned artist's proofs on Arches wove paper.

Detail of plate n° 640 (The 'Lithographs of Chagall IV).
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83 5. DOUBLE PORTRAIT AT THE EASEL.

ipj6

Format : Paper 56 X 43.5 cm. Illustration 34 X 26 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 15 artist's proofs signed and numbe-

red in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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836. NIGHT BOUQUET.

*% >

19j6

Format : Paper 67 X 48.5 cm. Illustration 48 X 32.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 12 artist's proofs, signed and numbered

in Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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837- INSPIRATION.

1976

Format: Paper 78 X 56.5 cm. Illustration 74 X 52.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris
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838. EASEL WITH FLOWERS.

19j6

Format : Paper 76 X 51 cm. Illustration 57 X 38 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.
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839- MOSES AND THE GOLDEN CALF.

ic,j6.

Format : Paper 65 X 48.5 cm. Illustration 39.5 X 30 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. 12 artist's proofs, signed and

numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper.
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84o. THE ARC DE TRIOMPHE.

Format : Paper 97.5 X 68 cm. Illustration 80 X 57 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maeght,

Paris.
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84 i. GREEN AND BLUE COUPLE.

1976

Format : Paper 64 X 49.5 cm. Illustration 37 X 33.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed and num-
bered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maeght,

Paris.
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842. BOUQUET WITH LOVERS.
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Format : Paper 84 X 58.5 cm. Illustration 64 X 48 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by

Editions Maegbt, Paris.
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84 3- STUDIO LIGHT.

Format : Paper 75 X 56 cm. Illustration 52 x 40 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 12 artist's proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.

Format : Paper 75 X 52 cm.
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844. THE BIRD IN THE STUDIO.

1976

Format : Paper 76 x 54 cm. Illustration 55 x 37 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper. A forgery has been executed of this work. It was

printed to the same format and bears a forged number and signature. It is easily recognizable

as the image has been reversed.



84 5- THE THREE BOUQUETS.

-.

i (

19 76

Format : Paper 65 X 49 cm. Illustration 42 X 33 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper.
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846 to 895. THE TEMPEST.

1 his theatrical work of Shakespeare 's is an astonishing mixture of the epic, the cruel and,

suddenly, of the sweetest elegy. Like the Bible, it inspires every feeling, evokes every situation,

provokes every cataclysm and every miracle. Because of this, Shakespeare must be considered as the

greatest ofpoets after the authors of the Bible. Chagall shared this opinion. The legitimacy of the

cohabitation of the two artists must be sought in this very profound relationship, the essence of which

is appropriately spiritual and poetic.

As with the Bible, Chagall could draw out ofthe Tempest those double characters which have

always had a place in his painting, characters in whom man and woman, good and bad, joy and

sorrow, walking inexorably hand in hand in the world, arefused together. All the characters in the

Tempest are endowed with this split personality, which tears open their consciences and shares their

acts. Prospero is the foremost among them. He looses his throne and the power which goes with it

because he seeks refuge and knowledge. The wise Prospero does not stop strying to get his crown

back. Even ifhe regains his power over men, he must « break his staffand throw away his book »

as David threw away his harp tofight his enemies. These internal conflicts ofman occupy, in a way

which isjust as clear, the two sides ofthe same being, the two worlds between which man oscillates :

the world of the sensory and the spiritual.

The gaze which Chagall casts over the world and its creatures, a gaze which is lucid yet

captivated, is that ofShakespeare. It is, ofcourse, possible to debate at length what this gaze owes to

the Christian context in which they both worked. Prospero 's epilogue is interpreted in different ways

by literary critics. « As you from crimes would pardon 'd be
"— he spits out rather menacingly

towards the public — " letyour indulgence set me free. » It is not impossible that the verse of the

Lord's Prayer is behind these lines. Nevertheless, for Chagall as for Shakespeare, any attempt to

classify a text or a painting results in its complete dessication. The fascinating character ofthe two

works resides in this multiplicity ofinvention and reference. In each case, it is necessary to catch the

boat which, at the beginning of the first act, sailsfrom the city towards the Island of mirages , from

the land of men towards the land oj dreams.

Pierre PROVOYEUR.
Curator of the Musee National Message

Biblique Marc Chagall.

in



THE TEMPEST.

846. FRONTISPIECE.
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THE TEMPEST.

SHAKESPEARE

XHF
TEMPEST

MARC CHAGALL

EDITIONS ANDRE SAURET
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THE TEMPEST.

r?»*V*J

-- * • vi ' *

w--y-$l &. & **. •> V '<: m*< ^fii^ •- ,

/4cr /

i C I N E I

ON A SHIP AT SEA : A TEMPESTUOUS NOISE
OF THUNDER AND LIGHTNING HEARD

Enter o Ship-Masur ,uu{ ,i Boittsivttin

SHIP MAS n- Ft

boatswain

!

847 . 848.

A confused noise ii it/tin

•Mccrcy on us: —cy

' Wc split, we split! — ' Farewell m\ w \fe and children !
—

'Farewell, brother!'—'We split, we split, we split!'

ANTONIO

Let's all sink with the king.

SEBASTIAN

Let's take leave of him.

Exeunt Antonio arret Sebastian

GONZALO

Now would I "he a thousand furlongs of sea for an acre

of barren ground, long heath, brown furze, any thing.

The wills above he done! but I would fain die a dry death.

Exeunt

_f- -M'y

2 >*-

849. 850.
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THE TEMPEST.

/

851.

fcJSi,i^m^:" -~^w-r"T" - - -

—

r -— o <-> C.^ .-; ,-r y*v

:

?': :r7^-

1 IfH %^-\ /

852.

Nor tackle, sail, nor mast; the very rats

Instindivelj have quit it: there they hoist us.

To cr) to the sea that roar <l to us, to sigh

To the winds whose pii\ . sighing back again.

Did us but lo\ing wrong.

853.
8 54-

IIJ



THE TEMPEST.

116

By accident most strange, bountiful Fortune,

Now my dear lady, hath mine enemies

Brought to this shore; and by my prescience

I find my zenith doth depend upon

A most auspicious star, whose influence

• *f^
855 856.

1

857- 858.



THE TEMPEST.

v
<
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"&&
r-. +

•^K^4

859- 860.

AH II L

s

Full fathom five tin father lies;

Ot his bones art ion I made

.

Those are pearls that wen liis<.\<^

Nothing of him thai cloth fade

Bui doili sufici .1 si. 1 change

Into something ri< h and Strang*

Sea-nymphs hourly ring his kiull

86l. 862.
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THE TEMPEST.

863. 864.

/ 1
' -I //<•/

Hark what ihou else shall do mc.

MIRANDA

Be of comfort;

iV1> father's of a better nature, sir.

Than lie appears In speech :
iliis is unwonted

\\ hich now tame from him.

PROSPE HO

Thou shah be as tree

As mountain winds: bui then exactly do

All points of m\ command.

To the syllable.

PROSPERO

Come, follow. Speak not for him.

/ xevnt
S*

i&

Il8

865.



THE TEMPEST.

f *J*

-U T II

-< t ; .» t i

ANOTHER PART OF THE ISLAND

Enter Aloaso. Sebastian, Antonio. l„ »-.,/,>. -Id-. /

and otkm

GONZALO

Beseech iou, sir. be merr) ; you have cause.

So have we all, of'jov : for our escape

*" f&

866. 86t.

868.
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THE TEMPEST.

GONZALO

1 leavens keep him from these beasts!

For hi is, sure-, i the island.

ALONSO

Lead aw a\

.

ARIEL

Prospero m) lord shall know what I have done:

So, king, go s.ttch on to seek lh\ son.

- -— i

^\\

-*.

3

869 . 870.

#
•^J

•

'ii

& "3

At requiring;

Nor scrape trencher, nor wash dish:

Ban, Ban, Cacaliban

Has a new master: jiet a new man.

Freedom, hey-day ! hey-day, freedom! freedom, hey-day,

freedom I

STEPHANO

O brave monster! Lead the wa\

.

Exeunt

VW5-'

871. 872.
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THE TEMPEST.

V*~

ft

^v.

, fi 'f s»«vm ••*

ii

ACT III

SCENE I

BF.FORK PROSPEROUS CELL

ILrili-r Ft-rdtnand, Otaring a lotf

FERDINAND

There be some spoils arc painful, and their labour

Delight in them sets ofi : sonic kinds of baseness

f
c A4

;y^C
X

873. 874.

/I

c>v«.̂o

.0 «-

IZr*

,',- A >' • • s. ***** ,, "Q^ #0 >«*&

-s

%~ :

5JA* 1

95 V

MIRANDA

Do \ou love me!

FERDINAND

O heaven, O eanli, bear witness to this sound

And crown what I profess with kind eveni

If I speak true! it hollow K. invert

875. 876.
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THE TEMPEST.

'Ww

PROSPERO

So glad of this as they I cannot be,

\\ ho arc surprised withal; bui rm rejoicing

At nothing can be more. I'll to m\ book,

For \et ere supper-time must I perform

Much business appertaining.

Exit

laborer; he lays it on. Wilt come!

TRINCULO

I'll follow, Stephano.

Exeunt

877. 878.

! 79- 880.
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THE TEMPEST.

ACT IV

SCENE I

-*',

yi'r*

**M
/si

'V
V
?V

BEFORE PROSPEROUS CELL

Enter Prospero, Ferdinand, and Miranda

PROSPERO

If I have too austerely punish'd \ou,

Your compensation makes amends, for I

7>

881.

Swears he will shoot no more but play with sparrows
And be a boy right out.

CERES

High St queen of state,

Great Juno, comes; I know her by her gait.

s~a

T
E^J^'^M

%,:?& 'fC tiff*
rf*rv

*< v
? ' •& ^

882.

&$%
883. 884.
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THE TEMPEST.

;

885. 886.

STEPHANO

Monster, lay-toyour fingers: help i<> bear iliis ,™.n where

nit hogshead of wine is, or I'll turn you out of m\ king-

dom: go to, earn this.

TRINCl LO

VikI iliis.

887.
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THE TEMPEST.

PROSPERO

Let them be hunted soundly. At this hour
Lies at my mercy all mine enemies:
Shortly shall all my labours end, and thou
Shalt have the air at freedom : for a little

Follow, and do me service.

Exrun

— . •

A
<^~

A\ ACT V

SCENE I

BEFORE PROSPEROUS CELL

Enter Prospero in his magic robes, and Ariel

PROSPERO

Noyv does my project gather to a head

:

My charms crack not; my spirits obey; and time

20j

888. 889.

X^

> ^-^JS^l Z&&L \y ^ - ML 15
;*

-*«

"»d
X^.**~~

-- Nfc

89O. 89I.
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THE TEMPEST.

&b4 ^

'j&*iffli

»i
V.!

- • - *

892.

PROSPERO

I It is as disproportion'd in his manners

As in his shape. Go, sirrah, to my cell;

Take with you your companions; as you look

To have mj pardon, trim it handsomely.

CALIBAN

Ay, that I will; and I'll be wise hereafter

And seek for grace. W hat a thrice double ass

Was I , to take this drunkard for a god

And worship this dull fool!

.^ v/
!\,A^

893.

Wm^ -

894. 895
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846 to 895. THE TEMPEST.

Work of format 42 X 33 cm. Original text of William Shakespeare's. This

book contains 50 original lithographs : 31 full page inserts and 19 in the text. The
typography was produced at the state owned Imprimerie Nationale. The text was hand

composed in King's type. This character was engraved by Philippe Grandjean, at

the order of Louis XIV, King of France, and is conserved at the Cabinet des Poincons

of the Imprimerie Nationale. It is reserved for rare editions like these.

This work was produced by Raymond Levy with the collaboration of Charles

Sorlier, who created the dummy for it. The lithographs for the Tempest were run off

by Georges Sagourin in the workshops of Fernand Mourlot, printer at Paris. They

were executed on transfer paper between March and May 1975 by Marc Chagall,

who corrected and touched up his work up until the decision was taken to go to

printing in September 1975.

Two hundred and fifty copies of this work, numbered 1 to 250, were produced.

Furthemore, twenty copies, numbered in Roman numerals, were privately printed

for the artist and his collaborators. The edition was executed on large Arches wove
paper. Each copy was signed by the artist on the limitation notice page figuring at

the beginning of the book. None of the proofs were signed by the author. In

addition, a few artists proofs with wide margins of the thirty-one inserts were run

off on Japan nacreous paper. These proofs were not signed. An unsigned set of this

impression was deposed at the Musee National Message Biblique Marc Chagall at Nice.

Published by Editions Andre Sauret, Monte-Carlo 1976.
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896. FANTASTIC COMPOSITION (First version).

19j6

Format : Paper 84 X 63 cm. Illustration 63.5 X 48 cm.

15 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals on Arches

wove paper.
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896 (a). FANTASTIC COMPOSITION (Definitive version).

19j6

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by

Editions Maeght, Paris.
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89 7- THE CELLO.

1976

Format: Paper 60 X 48 cm. Illustration 34 X 25 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 12 artist's proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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898. POETRY.

Work of format 46.5 X 38 cm. Text by Georges Pompidou.

Impression on Arches wove paper, no copies numbered from 1 to no and 40

copies numbered in Roman numerals. This lithograph which forms the fron-

tispiece is neither numbered nor signed. Only the colophon at the end of the

book is signed by Marc Chagall. No proof was produced other than those

contained in these works. The text is taken from Georges Pompidou's Antho-

logie de la Poe'sie Francaise. This work was produced under the direction of Felia

Leal and printed for the Association de bibliophiles Art et Poesies, Paris 1976.
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CHAGALL'S STUDIOS.

899. FRONTISPIECE.

Work of format 44.5 X 32 cm. Text by Robert Marteau.

250 copies numbered from 1 to 250. 20 copies, printed privately and numbered in

Roman numerals, were reserved for the artist and collaborators.

The lithograph forming the frontispiece is numbered and signed by Marc Chagall.

No proof was produced other than those in the books.

This work, for which Chagall specially engraved five lithographs and two wood-

cuts, was conceived and laid out by Fernand Mourlot. Robert Marteau's text was

composed with Claude Garamont's size 28 typescript. The printing, directed by

Georges Bonnin, was completed in the workshops of the Imprimerie Nationale on the

28th July, 1976. All the reproductions figuring in this volume were produced to

exactly the same format as the originals. They were executed by Charles Sorlier

under the direction of the artist. With the exception of the frontispiece, none of

the proofs were signed. Published by Editions Fernand Mourlot, Paris 1976.
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CHAGALL'S STUDIOS.

C'est ccla que racontcnt

les re'cits mythiques, la

cabale, les anciens poemes

de la jouvence
;
c'est cela,

parce qu'il n'y a pas autre

chose a raconter, et que

c'est a ce rythme que bat

le cceur. Et ce n'est done

pas un hasard si, a quatre-

vingt-sept ans, Chagall s'occupe a lire, relire,

illustrer ou chanter par la lithographic ce grand

poeme de la mer et de l'imprevu, ce chant du

monde quest XOdyssie. Ce n'est pas le hasard

qui l'avait amene a brosser les decors de La Fl/ite

enchantie, poeme justement de la metamorphose,

poeme musical ou c'est la musique meme, onde

emanee du centre divin, qui, se transformant sans

cesse, donne les etats

diflerents de la matiere

avant de revenir au foyer

initial pour recommencer

sans fin le cycle. Masques,

tatouages, deguisements,

maquillages, travestis,

97, 100 et 101 Lithographies ongwa/es.

108 Etude pour le vitrail de la tribu de Nephtali

Jerusalem, iyjy.

109 Etude pour le vitrail de la tribu d'Isacaar,

Jerusalem, iyjy.

1
1
4 Bon original.

1 1 7 Lithographic originate.

fa
i^-
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9OO. 9OI.
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902.
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CHAGALL'S STUDIOS.

passer au travcrs. Au-dela nous appellent un nuage

acricn ct un morceau dc cicl bleu. Les murs, oil

sont accroches mes chiles de couleur, tournent

autour de nous et nous donnent le vertige. Nous

volons au-dessus des pres fleuris et des maisons de

bois aux volets fermes, au-dessus des chants et des

eglises...»

et Ulysse et Circe, les Sirenes et Penelope lui

deviennent visibles dans la brume lumineuse de la

Mediterranee. Sur le blanc de ce nouveau jour, ils

sont la, vibrants de lumiere et couleur. Des plis

de la mer aux plis du livre, sans fin se poursuit le

people d'Ulysse, echo a la musique du roi David,

message de la Grece accorde au message biblique.

Vendredi saint, 12 avrii 19J4.

*£*.

A B

So as to avoid any confusion, the two original plates figuring in Chagall's Studios

which are not lithographs are presented out of catalogue.

An inventory of these proofs, drawn up by E.W. Kornfeld, appears in the first

volume of the descriptive catalogue of Marc Chagall's copper and wood engra-

vings, published by Editions Kornfeld & Klipstein in Berne, 1970.

The following must be added to the 270 copies of the impression figuring in

the book entitled Chagall's Studios :

A. PAINTER WITH PALETTE (i960).

Linocut. 25 trial proofs printed on different papers and in different colors.

A few black and white proofs printed on a multi-colored background.

Catalogue n° 119. J.
Frelaut, printer.

B. THE PAINTER WITH PALETTE (1966).

A few trial proofs printed on different papers and in different colors.

Catalogue n° 123. J.
Frelaut, printer.
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CHAGALL'S STUDIOS.
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These two lithographs have been indexed under the numbers 415 and 415(a) in

the third volume of The Lithographs of Chagall.

The left hand plate was used as the cover to a catalogue (format 25.5 x 19 cm)

of the itinerant exhibition PRINTS FROM THE MOURLOT PRESS organized by

the SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE OF WASHINGTON Impression : 2000 copies

on Arches wove paper and 200 copies on Rives wove paper.

The right hand plate, a variation on the previous one, was used as the cover to

another catalogue published for the exhibition organised by the Ateliers Mourlot at

the REDFERN GALLERY, London. Impression : 1000 copies on Arches wove
paper and 150 copies on Rives wove paper.

The proofs of these two catalogues were not signed.

In addition, 15 numbered, signed artist's proofs of these two plates were

printed on Japan nacreous paper. Format : 45.5 X 32.5 cm.

The impression of the two plates figuring in Chagall's Studios has been carried

out from the Master's original compositions in 1964. There was no reprinting.

Fernand Mourlot, like Ambroise Vollard, simply took many years, in this case

more than fifteen, to publish his book.
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GREETINGS CARDS.

19 76.

Format : 14 X 11 cm.

200 unsigned artist's proofs on Arches wove

paper.

1976.

Greetings card for the Societe des Amis of the

Musee National Message Biblique Marc Chagall.

Format : 14 x 11 cm.

550 color proofs reserved for the Association's

benefactors (our reproduction).

550 black and white proofs reserved for the

members of the Association.

These two impressions are numbered but not

signed.
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9o5. BLACK COMPOSITION.

1977-

Format: Paper 75.5 X 53.5 cm. Illusiration 56 X 37.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed and

numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maegbt,

Paris.
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906. PASTORAL.

^H -

1977-

Format : Paper 54.5 X 72 cm. Illustration 39 X 58 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's

proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan

nacreous paper.



9o7 . THE LITTLE BRIDE.

1977

Format : Paper 46.5 X 44 cm. Illustration 28 X 32 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

7 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.

Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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9o8. THE ARTISTS.

z^m*G&m

'977

Format: Paper 55-5 x 42.5 cm. Illustration 31 X 28 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 12 artist's proofs, signed and numbered

in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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909. SMALL BOUQUET OF LILIES.

1977

Format: Paper 63.5 X 45.5 cm. Illustration 41.5 X 31 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed and

numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions

Maeght, Paris.
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9io. COUPLE WITH TWO BOUQUETS.

1977

Format: Paper 60 X 47 cm. Illustration 37.5 X 29 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed

and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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9ii. JACOB AND THE ANGEL.

1977

Format : Paper 54 X 47 cm. Illustration 34 X 30 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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9 i2. JACOB'S DREAM.

r &-.Z. LJ 1

1977

Format : Paper 65 X 46.5 cm. Illustration 43 X 33 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed and

numbered in Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper.
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9 i3- JONAS'S BOAT.

/» -

^77

Format : Paper 64 X 47.5 cm. Illustration 41.5 X 31 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed and

numbered in Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper.
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9H- ADAM, EVE AND THE SERPENT.

W7
Format : Paper 60.5 X 45.5 cm. Illustration 41 X 31 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed and

numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maeght,

Paris.
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15. THE FLOWERING TREE I.9^

>T

Lithograph figuring in the first 125 copies of the catalogue published for

the exhibition Marc Chagall held at the Musee du Louvre, Paris, in 1977.

Format : 33 X 26 cm.

The colophon and signature are to be found on the page to the left of the

illustration.

100 numbered, signed copies on Arches wove paper. 25 artist's copies,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals. Published by Editions des Musks

Nationaux, Paris 1977.
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9i6. THE FLOWERING TREE II.

"ft

s*

^77

Format: Paper 50 X 39 cm. Illustration 34.5 X 25.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 proofs, signed and numbered

in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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917. THE VILLAGE.

October 19jj

Double page lithograph, folded in the middle and published in the magazine Derriere le

Miroir, n° 225. Format 38 x 28 cm. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.

15,000 copies of the magazine printed.

A luxury edition limited to 150 copies was also printed on Arches wove paper. The proofs

were not signed.

A second version of this plate was executed by Chagall on a wide margined paper

(page facing).
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9 i7 (a). THE VILLAGE (Second version).

r. >

1977

Second state. Chagall added four colours to the previous compositions.

Format : Paper 47 x 64 cm. Illustration 29 x 41 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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918. INVITATION CARD.

1977

Invitation card for the exhibition Marc Chagall,

Peintures Bibliques recentes at the Musee National de

Nice.

Format 14 x 11 cm.

5000 copies run off on Arches wove paper.

None of the proofs were signed.

919. GREETINGS CARD.

1977

Format 14 x 11 cm.

200 unsigned artist's proofs on Arches wove

paper.
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9 2o. MENU FOR THE PRESIDENCY OF THE REPUBLIC.

no
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*

i978

Format : Paper 28.5 X 22 cm.

Menu cover created for the President of the French Republic.

320 copies on Arches wove paper.

Some additional copies on Japan nacreous paper. None of the proofs

were signed. Printed on the Presses de rimprimerie Nationak, Paris.
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92i. SAINT-PAUL FROM THE WINDOW.
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Format : Paper 43.5 X 35 cm. Illustration 31 X 23 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

7 proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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922. STILL LIFE WITH FLOWERS.
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i978

Format: Paper 43 X 35.5 cm. Illustration 30 X 23 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

8 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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923. ELIE'S CHARIOT.

i978

Format : Paper 57 X 42 cm. Illustration 36 X 28 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. 12 artist's proofs, signed and

numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper.
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924. THE CIRCUS.

i978

Format : Paper 57 X 45 cm. Illustration 33 X 26 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

9 artist's proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous

paper.
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925. DOUBLE FACE.

H i n " " a ._ <!

Format : Paper 56 X 44 cm. Illustration 34 X 26 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 9 artist's proofs, signed and num-

bered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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926. THE EASEL.

i978

Format : Paper 57 X 44.5 cm. Illustration 32.5 X 26 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs, signed and

numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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927. JOSEPH AND HIS BROTHERS.

i978

Format : Paper 60 X 46 cm. Illustration 36 X 30 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 9 artist's proofs, signed

and numbered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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9 z8. THE ARTIST I.

i978

Format: Paper 48.5 X 38.5 cm. Illustration 34.5 X 27 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 artist's proofs, signed and num-
bered in Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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929. THE ARTIST II.

197s

Format : Paper 48.5 X 39 cm. Illustration 33X25 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals, on Japan nacreous paper.
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93o. THE BANKS OF THE SEINE.

i978

Format : Paper 57 x 45 cm. Illustration 33.5 x 26 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper.
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93i. THE INTERIOR.

i978

Format: Paper 56.5 X 45 cm. Illustration 32 X 24.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 10 proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper.
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932. THE PAINTER IN FRONT OF THE PICTURE.

i978

Format : Paper 62 X 46.5 cm. Illustration 41 X 31.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 7 proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals on Japan nacreous paper.
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933- THE NUDE.
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Format: Paper 65 X 46.5 cm. Illustration 54 X 35.5 cm.
50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper.
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934- GREETINGS CARD.
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Format : 14 X 11 cm.

200 unsigned artist's proofs on Arches wove paper.
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93 5- KING DAVID WITH HIS LYRE.

*979

Format: 59 X 45 cm. Illustration 34.5 X 27 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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936. DAVID AND BATHSHEBA.
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Format: Paper 59 X 43 cm. Illustration 34.5 X 29.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper.
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937- MOSES.

J979

Format : Paper 65 x 47.5 cm. Illustration 52 x 38 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper.
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938. MOSES AND AARON.

l979

Format : Paper 56 X 44 cm. Illustration 34.5 X 30 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. 5 artist's proofs, signed and numbered

in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper.
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939- THE PAINTER.

•*?T*t~9*

'5>75>

Format : Paper 66 X 46 cm. Illustration 43 x 31 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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94o. COUPLE WITH ANGELS.

aw
3 iv,;-^ .

Format : Paper 60 X 47.5 cm. Illustration 46 X 32 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper.
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94i. MEDITATION.

l979

Format : Paper 60 X 43.5 cm. Illustration 35.5 X 30 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. At the bottom of the left hand margin of

this impression there is the following dry mark : M/Mourlot, Paris.
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942. THE PROPHET AND THE ANGEL.

*979

Format: Paper 60 X 45.5 cm. Illustration 36.5 X 32 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper.
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943- JACOB'S BLESSING.

V79

Format: Paper 58 X 45.5 cm. Illustration 37.5 X 31.5 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.

A forgery has been executed of this work. It was printed to the same format and bears a

forged limitation notice and signature.
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944- ESTHER.

l979

Format: Paper 58.5 X 42.5 cm. Illustration 35 X 31 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. 5 proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper.
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945-946. DERRIERE LE MIROIR.

945

DEKKIEKE
LE iMIKOIK

October ipyp

Magazine Derriere le miroir.

Format 38 x 28 cm.

Number 235. Text by Vercors. Two origi-

nal lithographs.

Impression : 20,000 copies. The first 150

copies of this edition were printed on

Arches wove paper.

945. SUN WITH RED HORSE.

Apart from those in the magazine, 50

numbered, signed proofs with wide mar-

gins were run off on Arches wove paper.

Format: Paper 46 X 58 cm. Illustration

30 X 41 cm.

946. THE GREEN ACROBAT.

Cover

Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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946 (a). THE GREEN ACROBAT (Definitive version).

l979

Format : Paper 49 X 37 cm. Illustration 31 X iz cm.

In this definitive version, Chagall added orange to the right hand leg of the figure.

The triangle in the top right hand corner of the image was printed in silver. 50

numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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947- THE LITTLE RED ACROBAT.
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l979

Format : Paper 49 X 32.5 cm. Illustration 31.5 X 24 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. At the bottom of the left hand

margin of this impression there is the following dry mark : M/Mourlot, Paris.
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948. ABRAHAM AND THE THREE ANGELS.

j-iLL] r_n (
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'975?

Format : Paper 63 X 46 cm. Illustration 38X32 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. 7 proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper.
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949 . THE PAINTER AT THE EIFFEL TOWER.

l979

Format: Paper 59 X 45 cm. Illustration 33.5 X 25 cm.

50 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. 7 proofs, signed and numbered in

Roman numerals on Arches wove paper. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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9 5o. DAVID'S TOWER.

l979

Format : Paper 34 X 25 cm. Illustration 21 X 15 cm.

100 numbered, signed proofs on Japan nacreous paper. Published by Editions

Les Amis du Message Biblique Muse'e National Marc Chagall, Nice

18s



GREETINGS CARDS.

95i. 952.

^>v

953. 954-
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GREETINGS CARDS.

tffe^

955.

<N*k^

951 to 956. GREETINGS CARDS.

Format 14 x 11 cm.

200 unsigned artist's proofs of each subject on

Arches wove paper.

956.
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957- GREETINGS CARD.

J«N -V*4

- t I

J979

Format 14 X 11 cm.

450 proofs on Arches wove paper. 650 black and white

proofs on Arches wove paper. This greetings card was

reserved for the members of the Societe des Amis du Message

Biblique Musee National Marc Chagall. These two impres-

sions are numbered but not signed.
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LITHOGRAPHS ENGRAVED

BY

CHARLES SORLIER

FROM THE WORKS OF

MARC CHAGALL.

The interpretive lithographs reproduced in this catalogue have been engraved,

under my direction, by Charles Sorlier and signed by me.

All other plates not figuring here, often bearing a forged signature,

are only simple reproductions executed without my authorization.

They are valueless as collectors's pieces.
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CS i. ORANGE MATERNITY.

Format: Paper 35 X 18.5 cm. Illustration 32 X 16 cm.

The name of the engraver is not mentioned on this lithograph produced by Char-

les Sorlier under the Master's direction. A very limited number of proofs, signed

but not numbered. This plate was used as the cover for the program of a charity

show.
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CS 2. RED POPPIES (1949).

Format : Paper 64 X 48 cm. Illustration 55.5 X 41 cm.

This print, produced by Charles Sorlier under the Master's direction, does not

bear the name of the engraver. 400 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove
paper. A few artist's proofs. Published by Editions Maeght, Paris.
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CS 3. THE GRAY COCK (1950).

* —

Format : Paper 90.5 X 64 cm. Illustration 74.5 X 53 cm.

This print, produced by Charles Sorlier under the Master's direction, does not bear the name
of the engraver. None of the proofs were numbered. This plate was not commercialized.

A very limited number of artist's proofs, signed but not numbered, on Rives wove paper,

often bearing a dedication.

This composition was used for a retrospective of the artist's works at the Musee de Zurich

{Chagall's Posters, p. 71).

The same subject was reproduced as a photo-engraving for the exhibition Marc Chagall at the

Kaiser WILHELMMUSEUM KREFELD the 20th June to 8th August 1971.
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CS 4. SAINT-JEAN-CAP-FERRAT (1952).

Format : Paper 96 X 62 cm. Illustration 62 X 49 cm.

The name of the engraver is not mentioned on this print produced by Charles Sorlier under the

Master's direction. None of the proofs were signed. This plate was not commercialized.

A very limited number of artist's proofs, signed but not numbered, on Marais wove paper,

often bearing a dedication.

This composition was used for the poster created for an exhibition of Chagall's works at the

Galerie des Ponchettes, Nice (Chagall's Posters, p. 73).
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CS 5. THE COCK (1952).

Format : Paper 38 X 34 cm. Illustration 26 X 20 cm.

The name of the engraver is not mentioned on this lithograph executed by Charles

Sorlier under the Master's direction.
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CS 6. THE CHAMPS-ELYSEES (1954).

I
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Format : Paper 72 X 47.5 cm. Illustration 60 X 42 cm.

200 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

The name of the engraver is not mentioned on this print, produced by Charles

Sorlier under the Master's direction. This composition was used for the poster

created for an exhibition of Chagall's works entitled PARIS at the Galerie Maeght,

Paris {Chagall's Posters, p. 79). Published by Editions Aime Maeght, Paris.

This poster has been reproduced as a photo-engraving, without the artist's per-

mission, on a smaller format.This forgery has no collector's value.
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CS 7. MATERNITY (1954).

Format: Paper 59.5 X 78.5 cm. Illustration 51.5 X 67 cm.

The name of the engraver is not mentioned on this print, executed by Charles Sorlier under

the Master's direction. 300 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

Published by Editions Galerie Maeght, Paris.
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CS 8. THE BOUQUET (1955).

Format : Paper 74 X 5 5 cm. Illustration 64 X 50 cm.

The name of the engraver is not mentioned on this print, executed by Charles Sorlier under
the Master's direction. 300 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

Published by Editions Galerie Maeght, Paris.
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CS 9. THE REVOLUTION (1963).

Format : Paper 70 X 54 cm. Illustration 54 X 47 cm.

150 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. Published by

Editions « Les peintres temoins de leur temps », Paris.

This composition was used for the poster of an exhibition, Les peintres temoins de leur temps,

at the Musee Galliera, Paris {Chagall's Posters, p. 93).
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CS 10. ROMEO AND JULIET (1964).

Format 65 X 101 cm.

200 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. 25

artist's proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals.

This composition, created from a detail of the ceiling of

the Paris Opera House, was used for a poster, Tourism

Franfats, exposed world wide {Chagall's Posters, p. 97).
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CS ii. JACOB'S DREAM (1964).

Format: Paper 75.5 X 48.5 cm. Illustration 58 X 39 cm.

No numbered proofs. This plate was not commercialized. A few artist's proofs, signed

but not numbered, often bearing a dedication.

This composition was used for the poster of an exhibition, Marc Chagall. Les vitraux de

Metz, held at the Musee des Beaux-Arts, Rouen (Chagall's Posters, p. 95).
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM

1964

Two hundred and thirty-five proofs of this set of twelve lithographs were run

off. They were produced as follows :

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. These

proofs were sold individually. This set was reunited in an album Douze maquettes de

vitraux pour Jerusalem. Format 74 X 52.5 cm.

75 proofs, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove
paper.

10 artist's copies.

In addition, a few copies, not commercialized, were run off for the copyright

deposit and for collaborators.

All the plates are signed and numbered in Roman numerals. Each proof is

followed by a plate in which the leading has been printed. In order to avoid confu-

sion, these have not been reproduced in the present work.

Chagall engraved two original color lithographs, a chapter heading and a tail-

piece especially for this album to accompany the text by Monsieur Julien Cain,

Membre de I'Institut {The Lithographs of Chagall III, n° 407 and 408). Published by

Editions Femand Mourlot, Paris, 1964.

These twelve maquettes of stained glass windows for Jerusalem appear in a

book, Vitraux pourJerusalem (Published by Editions Andre Sauret, Monte-Carlo, 1962).

The illustrations for this work were also engraved by Charles Sorlier. However,

they do not bear the engraver's name. Certain pages from this book were seized at

our request, having been torn out of their original context without the publisher's

permission and provided with a forgery of the Master's signature. The difference in

format between the book (35.5 X 26.5 cm) and the album under consideration

(74 X 52.5 cm) makes these forgeries easily recognisable.
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C> hagall has always had the privilege of meeting philospher-poets

such as Bachelard,jean Wahl, Maritain, Schpiro and Jean Grenier. Together they described, interpreted

ans studied his work. Theyfound the words to translate what appeared to defy all translation. Chagall is

a poet and his creation is poetic. This was evident rightfrom his natal Vitebsk. As a child, Chagallgrew

up to adore and to become totally familiar with religious books. Assistant to the cantor, his « sonorous

soprano » filled a synagogue which seemed to him entirely populated with « saints ». Later, after many

meanderings, life brought him back to the dreams ofhis early life, dreams which were givenform and color

in a biblical context.

When the two large volumes making up Marc Chagall's Bible finally appeared in 1957, everyone

marvelled at their richness and profusion. At the request ofAmbroise Vollard, he had made thejourney

to Palestine and during eightyears, from 1930, he executed one hundred andfive aqua fortis which were

only published after the war. Chagall also went on to publish, in Verve, twenty-eight color and black

and white lithographs inspired by a second journey to Palestine. In accepting to compose twelve stained

glass windows for a synagogue situated a few kilometers from Jerusalem, he took on quite another

challenge. This time, he was no longer dealing with lithographic stone or copper plate. Great creators like

Chagall have always considered very seriously all the instruments which they « take up in their hands » to

execute their work. And here was this famous painter and engraver, who had looked for new means of

expression in sculpture and ceramic, tempted by stained glass. The undertaking was immense : twelve

stained glass windows three meters thirty eight centimeters high and two meters fifty one centimeters long.

Such surfaces impose difficult choices upon the artist.

Chagall chose to draw his subject matterfrom that immense cycle Genesis, and more particularly

from thefamous chapter XLIX, in which the dying Jacob blesses each of the tribes settled in the land of

Canaan.

There is nothing more solemn than this division ofthe territory ofIsrael between the tribes, each one

of which is represented by a eponym.

These great pieces ofpoetry have a primitive power. The abrupt drawing of the stained glass and

even more particularly, the alternation of the colors which Chagall sought to make as violent as possible,

translate it into fulgurating bursts. A theme is developedfor each of the twelve tribes. Y et a too literal

meaning must not be assigned to them. The strangestforms are suspended between heaven and earth, forms

born long before in Chagall's imagination. Revived, they have become familiar to us. Take, for example,

thoseflowers in enormous bouquets or thosefabulous beasts whichfill his work. The stained glass greets all

this poetic creation and, owing to the grouping of the colored backgrounds, accentuates it. Blue and lemon

yellow, garnet red and green, blue and golden yellow sing out together.

In this work, Chagall lets loose and commands every power of a great orchestra.

Julien Cain.

Membre de l'lnstitut,

trustee of the Bibliotheque Nationale.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

CS 12. THE TRIBE OF RUBEN.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

CS 13. THE TRIBE OF SIMEON.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

Ml

CS 14. THE TRIBE OF LEVI.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 x 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.



TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

CS 15. THE TRIBE OF JUDAH.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

CS 16. THE TRIBE OF ZEBULUN.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.



TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

•--kSSI

CS 17. THE TRIBE OF ISSACHAR.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

,„ C

CS 18. THE TRIBE OF DAN.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

CS 19. THE TRIBE OF GAD.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

rtBj**

CS 20. THE TRIBE OF ASHER.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 x 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

» © OQOO

CS 21. THE TRIBE OF NAPHTALL

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

CS 22. THE TRIBE OF JOSEPH.

Format : Paper 74 x 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 x 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

CS 23. THE TRIBE OF BENJAMIN.

Format : Paper 74 X 52.5 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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TWELVE MAQUETTES OF STAINED GLASS WINDOWS FOR JERUSALEM.

i. THE TRIBE OF RUBEN.

2. THE TRIBE OF SIMEON.

3. THE TRIBE OF LEVI.

4. THE TRIBE OF JUDAH.

5. THE TRIBE OF ZEBULUN.

6. THE TRIBE OF ISSACHAR.

7. THE TRIBE OF DAN.

8. THE TRIBE OF GAD.

9. THE TRIBE OF ASHER.

10. THE TRIBE OF NAPHTALI.

11. THE TRIBE OF JOSEPH.

12. THE TRIBE OF BENJAMIN.
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CS 24. THE GLADIOLI (1965).

-

Format : Paper 42.5 X 31 cm. Illustration 33X25 cm.

A few proofs, signed but not numbered.
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CS 25. THE ANGEL OF MUSIC (1967).

:« 5e*;/£? GBAV

Format : Paper 40 X 29 cm. Illustration 31.5 X 22.5 cm.

Program for a recital by Nadia Boulanger.

A few proofs, signed but not numbered.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

1967

Two hundred and thirty five proofs of this set of twelve lithographs were run

off. They were produced as follows :

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. These

proofs were sold individually. This set was reunited in an album Nice et la Cote

d'Azur. Format 73 X 52 cm.

75 copies, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove
paper.

10 artist's copies.

In addition, a few copies, not commercialized, were run off for the copyright

deposit and for collaborators.

Each plate is signed and numbered in Roman numerals.

This album also contains the poster Angel Bay executed by Chagall in 1962

(Chagall's Posters, p. 39).

Chagall engraved two original color lithographs, a chapter heading and a tail-

piece especially for this album to accompany the text by Monsieur Jean Adhemar,

Director of the Cabinet des Esta/npes at the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (The Lithographs

of Chagall IV, n° 485 and 486).
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It is well known, and especially evident in this work, that the

Mediterranean awakens in Chagall a sensation of well-being and plenitude just as the bright sun and

flowers awaken in him a sense offreedom. The same feelings are to be found in the works of the most

remarkable of those Russians who lived on the Coast during the XlXth century. This was notably the

case with Tchekov who, while at Nice in 1897-1898, was alsofilled with wonder by the sea andflowers,

by that « tender and moving » sea, by those « extraordinary » flowers which, « in an incredible mass,

inundate the steps » (Correspondence, 1st October and 14th December 1897).

In these gouaches, one rediscovers the characters dear to Chagall : those lovers in thefirmament, those

men whom Malaparte saw walking on « the roofof the storm, on the guttering ofthe clouds », the woman

with flowers and the Sirene, the most poignant symbol ofNice. There are also those visions, the memory of

which pursued himfrom childhood, from his days in ]/itebsk, which he called the « invisible, supposedly

illogicalform of the object » and which we come to perceive like him. Above all, there are the midday sun

and the brilliancy of his flowers. They explain the richness of tones in these lithographs, the beauty and

harmony of the colors, the deep blue, the somber vividness of the reds, the haunting garland offlowers.

jean Adhemar
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

IX JOHIH SCttl* ***C OUUAU 1*<

CS. 26. SUNSET.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 60 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

CS. 27. SIRENE WITH POET.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

**s • OJ6.II,

CS. 28. SIRENE AND FISH.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.
150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

-,;

CS. 29. ROSES AND MIMOSA.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

C 30. ANGEL BAY WITH A BOUQUET OF ROSES.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

CS 31. AVENUE DE LA VICTOIRE AT NICE.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

CS 32. COUPLE IN MIMOSA.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

CS 33. CARNAVAL OF FLOWERS.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

CS 34. COUPLE AND FISH.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.



NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

CS 3 5- SIRENE WITH PINE.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 63.5 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

CS 36. FIANCES IN THE SKY AT NICE.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 61 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

CS 37. WOMAN WITH BOUQUET.

Format : Paper 73 X 52 cm. Illustration 62 X 46 cm.

150 proofs, signed and numbered in Arabic numerals, on Arches wove paper. 75 proofs,

signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches wove paper. 10 artist's proofs.
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NICE AND THE COTE D'AZUR.

i. SUNSET.

2. SIRENE WITH POET.

3. SIRENE AND FISH.

4. ROSES AND MIMOSA.

5. ANGEL BAY WITH A BOUQUET OF ROSES.

6. AVENUE DE LA VICTOIRE AT NICE.

7. COUPLE IN MIMOSA.

8. CARNAVAL OF FLOWERS.

9. COUPLE AND FISH.

10. SIRENE WITH PINE.

11. FIANCES IN THE SKY AT NICE.

12. WOMAN WITH BOUQUET.
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CS 38. THE MAGIC FLUTE (1967).

Format : 100 X 66 cm.

200 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

A few artist's proofs.

This composition was used for the poster advertising the first performance of Mozart's

Magic Flute with scenery and costumes by Chagall at the Metropolitan Opera, New York,

the 19th February 1967 {Chagall's Posters, p. 107).

This poster, initially printed as a lithograph, has been fraudulently reproduced to the

same format as a photo-engraving. This forgery has no collector's value.
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CS 39- CARMEN (1967).

Format 102 x 66.5 cm.

200 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

On this first version, this composition was used as a poster for the Metropolitan Opera,

New York {Chagall's Posters, p. 109).

Chagall added numerous colors to produce this second version

which was only run off as a print.



...

CS 40. THE FIGHT BETWEEN JACOB AND THE ANGEL (1967)

Format : Paper 75.5 X 56 cm. Illustration 52 X 41 cm.

200 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

This composition was used for the poster advertising the exhibition marking the donation of

the Message Biblique by Marc and Valentina Chagall to the Musee du Louvre, Paris {Chagall's

Posters, p. 125).
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CS 41. THE BLUE BIRD (1968).

S^n,;^^ ...

Format: Paper 71 X 52 cm. Illustration 55.5 X 43 cm.

200 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

This composition was used for the poster advertising the seventh biennale of painting at

Menton {Chagall's Posters, p. 115).

This poster, initially printed as a lithograph, has been fraudulently reproduced to the same
format as a photo-engraving. The dry mark M/Mourlot does not appear in this forgery

which has no collector's value.



CS 42. VOCATION (1969).

t

CM. SORLIgf) SRAV

Format: Paper 32.5 X 27 cm. Illustration 20 X 16.5 cm.

60 proofs with wide margins, signed and numbered in Roman numerals, on Arches

wove paper.

A few artist's proofs.

This plate, executed from an original Chagall lithograph, was used as the cover of a

brochure printed for the tenth anniversary of the Fondation de la Bourse de la Vocation,

Paris, December 1969.

This interpretive engraving, which bears the name of the engraver, must not be

taken for an original engraving. It is numbered in Roman numerals and signed

« Chagall » on the far right (whereas the normal signature is « Marc Chagall »).

There cannot be any confusion between this reproduction and the Master's original

plate. The latter has a larger format (Paper 47 x 36 cm. Illustration 28 x 23.5 cm)

and was uniquely printed on Japan imperial paper. The 3 5 copies, numbered in

Arabic numerals and signed as normal by Marc Chagall, do not bear the name of

the engraver (The Lithographs of Chagall U/, n° 601).
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CS 43. BONJOUR PARIS (1972).

Format : Paper 91 X 59 cm. Illustration 63 X 47 cm.

A few artist's proofs, signed but not numbered, on Arches wove paper.

This composition was used for an exhibition of Chagall's works at the Museum of

Budapest.

A few unscrupulous dealers, wanting to pass off this poster for the original print

reproduced below, cut off the text, leaving the image in a narrow pale ochre frame.

The original lithograph was printed with wide margins.

Proofs mutilated in this way have lost all their collector's value

{Chagall's Posters, p. 133).
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CS 44. THE ORCHARD (1973).
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Format: Paper 74.5 X 65.5 cm. Illustration 51.5 X 43 cm.

A few artist's proofs, signed but not numbered, on Arches wove paper.

This composition was used for the poster of the exhibition Hommage a Teriade held at the

Grand Palais, Paris {Chagall's Posters, p. 135).
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CS 45. THE ANGEL OF JUDGEMENT (i974).

•v;.

Format: Paper 72 X 54.5 cm. Illustration 52 X 43 cm.

200 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

This composition was used for the poster of an exhibition of the Master's works held at the

Musee National Message Biblique, Nice {Chagall's Posters, p. 139).

Published by Editions des Amis du Message Biblique Marc Chagall, Nice.
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CS 46. ANGEL WITH CANDLESTICK (1973).

Format: Paper 75 X 53 cm. Illustration 52 X 43 cm.

200 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

This composition was used for the poster marking the inauguration of the Musee National

Message Biblique Marc Chagall at Nice, the 7th July 1973, on the anniversary of the Master's

birth {Chagall's Posters, p. 137).

Published by Editions des Amis du Message Biblique Marc Chagall, Nice.
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CS 47 . THE SONG OF SONGS (1975).

Format: Paper 70.5 X 63.5 cm. Illustration 51.5 X 43 cm.

200 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper.

This composition was used for a poster advertising the Musee National Message Biblique Marc

Chagall in Japan {Chagall's Posters, p. 143).

Published by Editions des Amis du Message Biblique Marc Chagall, Nice.
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CS 48. PARIS SUN (1977).

Format: Paper 75 X 50.5 cm. Illustration 56.5 X 44.5 cm.

150 numbered, signed proofs on Arches wove paper. This composition was used for the

poster of an exhibition of Chagall's works at the Musee du Louvre, Paris. About thirty artist's

proofs were signed and dedicated to collaborators of the exhibition. They were not

numbered. Published by Editions des Musees Nationaux, Paris.
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INDEX

ORIGINAL LITHOGRAPHS

948 Abraham and the three angels 183

914 adam, eve and the serpent 147

741 adolescents (the) 53

768 alcinous' palace 69

730 anemones (the) 41

833 angel violontst (the) 97

840 arc de triomphe (the) 105

772 ares and aphrodite 71

928 artist i (the) 162

929 artist ii (the) 163

722 artist and biblic themes (the) 31

908 artists (the) 141

748 arums (the) 60

754 assembly of gods 65

798 athene and telemachus 83

773 athene and the horse 71

755 athene guides telemachus' boat 65

815 athene puts ulysses to sleep 89

930 Banks of the seine (the) i64

761 banquet at the palace of menelaus 67

844 bird in the studio (the) 109

905 black composition 138

710 blue bouquet (the) 22

729 blue village (the) 41

842 bouquet with lovers 107

743 bouquet with rainbow 55

897 Cello (the) 130

899-902 chagall's studios 132-135

780 CIRCE 75

924 CIRCUS (THE) 158

810 COMBAT BETWEEN ULYSSES AND IRUS 87

940 COUPLE WITH ANGELS 175

910 COUPLE WITH TWO BOUQUETS 143
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936 David and bathsheba i 7 i

950 david's tower 185

945-946 derriere le miroir 180

925 double face 159

835 double portrait at the easel 100

926 Easel (the) 160

838 easel with flowers 103

923 ELIE'S CHARIOT i 57

944 ESTHER 179

829 eupeithes 93

725 Fairy roses 34

896-896 (a) fantastic composition 128-129

824 festival (the) 91

915 flowering tree i (the) 148

916 flowering tree ii (the) 149

727-727 (a) FOUR SEASONS (THE) 37-38

723 Garden of eden (the) 32

732 gray double face 55

946-946 (a) GREEN ACROBAT (THE) 180-181

841 GREEN AND BLUE COUPLE 106

728 GREEN RIVER (THE) 39

731 GREETINGS CARD 1974 42

834 GREETINGS CARD 1975 98

903-904 GREETINGS CARDS 1976 136

919 GREETINGS CARD 1977 152

934 GREETINGS CARD 1978 168

951-956 GREETINGS CARDS 1979 186-187

957 greetings card 188

738 Half opened window (the) 50

774 i am ulysses 71

828 IN HELL 93

837 inspiration 102

931 interior (the) 165

918 invitation card 152

777 island of aeoliae (the) 73

911 Jacob and the angel 144

943 jacob's blessing 178

912 JACOB'S DREAM i45

913 JONAS'S BOAT 146

927 JOSEPH AND HIS BROTHERS 161
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718-721 King david 30

935 king david with his lyre 170

763 Lamentations of ulysses (the) 67

747 large basket (the) 59

740 large self portrait in black 52

729-730 lithographs of chagall iv (the) 41

907 little bride (the) 140

947 little red acrobat (the) 182

742 little red horse (the) 54

744 little studio 56

726 little window (the) 35

734 Man with the torah (the) 46

822 massacre of the candidates (the) 91

941 meditation 176

920 menu for the presidency of the republic 154

745 midsummer night's dream (the) 57

937 MOSES 172

938 moses and aaron 173

839 moses and the golden calf 104

735 multi colored bouquet 47

724 multiflora 33

836 Night bouquet ioi

933 NUDE (THE) 167

749-830 odyssea (the) 62-93

799 omen (the), the goshawk and the dove 83

715 opera (the) 27

737 orange tree (the) 49

939 Painter (the) i74

949 painter at the eiffel tower (the) 184

932 painter in front of the picture (the) 166

736 PASSION 48

906 PASTORAL 139

830 PEACE REDISCOVERED 93

817 PENELOPE AND ULYSSES' BOW 89

898 POETRY 131

776 POLYPHEMUS 73

804 POSEIDON 85

80$ PREPARATIONS FOR THE CANDIDATES'S FEAST 85

713 PROPHET (THE) 25

942 PROPHET AND THE ANGEL (THE) 177

762 PROTEUS 67
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739 QuAI DES CELESTIXS 51

717 Red acrobat (the) 29

711 red and yellow bouquet 23

831 return of the prodigal sox (the) 95

733 roses and mimosa 45

-56 Sacrifice of athexe (the) 65

921 saixt paul from the window 155

832 sax lazzaro axd his friexds 96

709 self portrait 21

787 sirexes (the) 77

-85 sisyphus 77

909 small bouquet of lilies 142

781 soul of elpexor (the) 75

922 still life with flowers 156

714 studio at saixt paul (the) 26

843 studio light 108

712 sunlit studio (the) 24

945 sun with red horse 180

846-895 Tempest (the) 112-126

816 theoclymexus 89

845 THREE BOUQUETS (THE) tic

782 TITYUS 75

791 Ulysses at alcinous' palace 8i

796 ulysses axd eumaeus 83

-9- ulysses axd his compaxioxs 83

-92 ulysses disguised as a beggar 81

811 ulysses axd euryclea 87

823 ulysses axd pexelope 91

-6- ulysses before xausicaa 69

825 ulysses' bed 91

818 ulysses' bow 89

803 ulysses makes himself known 85

917-917 (a) Village (the) 150-151

^86 Waves sw allow up ulysses (the) 77

-16 winter sun 28

746 world of the bible (the) 58
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LITHOGRAPHS ENGRAVED

by Charles Sorlier

under Marc Chagall's direction

CS30 Angel bay with a bouquet of roses 225

CS45 ANGEL OF JUDGEMENT (THE) 241

CS25 ANGEL OF MUSIC (THE) 217

CS31 AVENUE DE LA VICTOIRE AT NICE 226

CS46 ANGEL WITH CANDLESTICK 242

CS41 Blue bird (the) 237

CS43 BONJOUR PARIS 239

CS8 BOUQUET (THE) 197

CS39 Carmen 235

CS33 CARNAVAL OF FLOWERS 228

CS6 CHAMPS ELYSEES (THE) 195

CS5 COCK (THE) 194

CS34 COUPLE AND FISH 229

CS32 COUPLE IN MIMOSA 227

CS40 Fight between jacob and the angel (the) 236

CS36 FIANCES IN THE SKY AT NICE 231

CS3 Gray cock (the) 192

CS24 GLADIOLI (THE) 216

csn Jacob's dream 200

CS36 Magic flute (the) 231

CS7 MATERNITY 196

csi Orange maternity i 9o

CS44 ORCHARD (THE) 240

CS48 Paris sun z44



ED POPPIES 191CS2 R
CS9 REVOLUTION i98

CS10 ROMEO AND JULIET i99

CS29 ROSES AND MIMOSA 224

cs4 Saint jean cap ferrat i93

CS28 SIRENE AND FISH
. 223

CS35 SIRENE WITH PINE 230

CS27 SIRENE WITH POET 222

CS47 SONG OF SONGS (THE) 243

CS26 SUNSET 221

CS20 Tribe of asher m
CS23 TRIBE OF BENJAMIN 214

CS18 TRIBE OF DAN 2o9

CSi9 TRIBE OF GAD 210

CS17 TRIBE OF ISSACHAR 208

CS22 TRIBE OF JOSEPH 213

CS15 TRIBE OF JUDAH 206

CS21 TRIBE OF NAPHTALI 212

CS14 TRIBE OF LEVI 205

CS12 TRIBE OF RUBEN 203

CS13 TRIBE OF SIMEON 204

CS16 TRIBE OF ZEBULUN 207

CS42 Vocation 238

CS37 Woman with bouquet 232
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